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executive Summary

Introduction
Research libraries expend considerable effort to be 
perceived as vital to students, faculty, and research-
ers. They continually promote their potential to en-
hance teaching and learning, to facilitate research 
with appropriate resources and expertise, and to gain 
credibility in a world that competes for the informa-
tion consumer’s attention. But exactly what promo-
tional activities and objectives are today’s research 
libraries pursuing? Who organizes them, how are 
they evaluated, and what challenges do they face? 
This survey sought to answer these questions and 
provide an overview of the promotional efforts that 
ARL member libraries are working to achieve. This 
SPEC Kit also reproduces samples of promotional 
materials, position descriptions, and marketing plans 
that research libraries are currently using. 

This survey was distributed to the 123 ARL mem-
ber libraries in February 2008. Eighty-seven libraries 
completed the survey for a response rate of 71%. The 
respondents were primarily US academic libraries, 
74% at public institutions and 20% at private institu-
tions. Six percent of the respondents were Canadian 
academic libraries, all public institutions. Three na-
tional libraries also participated in the survey. All of 
the responding libraries indicated that they currently 
engage in some form of promotional activities. 

Organizational Models
Sixty-four percent of the responding libraries indicat-
ed that they have at least one library staff member with 

“promotion” as part of his/her position description. 
Example position titles include “Communications 
Manager,” “Development and Outreach Librarian,” 
and “Marketing & Communications Specialist.” 
These positions typically report to library administra-
tion and are charged with strategic planning, media 
relations, and guiding the communications vision. 
However, they are usually not involved in the day-to-
day promotional activities of their libraries. 

The survey responses indicated that day-to-day 
promotional activities are handled by a wide array 
of committees, task forces, and ad hoc groups. These 
teams tend to be interdepartmental and focus on 
hosting events, developing print and Web materi-
als, fundraising, and other outreach-related duties. 
Similarly, respondents also indicated that individual 
departments and branch libraries typically produce 
their own material to increase awareness and explain 
particular services. 

Skill Sets
With research libraries committing staff time and 
resources to promotional efforts, additional skills 
are required in the library workforce. Survey partici-
pants indicated that most of these skills are available 
internally and that they place the most emphasis on 
writing and message crafting, Web design, public 
speaking, and graphic design. Survey respondents 
also indicated that other skills, such as event plan-
ning and coordination, digital media design, and 
media relations, are valuable to their organizations.
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The responding libraries also rely on institutional 
departments outside of the library for promotional 
support. More than a third of the survey participants 
reported using other units on campus for photogra-
phy and video editing, print production, and graphic 
design. Nearly 60% of the respondents stated that 
they outsource the production of large-scale projects, 
such as brochures, posters, and booklets.

Budget
Funding for promotional activities varies greatly 
among the responding libraries. Forty percent re-
ported having a designated budget for promotional 
activities, while 60% indicated that they fund proj-
ects as needed. Of the 34 respondents who indicated 
that they have a designated budget for promotional 
activities, 22 reported specific budget amounts. The 
minimum amount reported was $2,000, the maxi-
mum was $88,500. The mean was $28,750 and the me-
dian was $26,750. (One respondent reported a budget 
amount of $1,800,000, which we excluded from our 
summary calculations because the reported amount 
is far beyond the budget range reported by the other 
survey participants.)

Twenty of the research libraries provided a de-
tailed breakdown of their budget allocations, re-
vealing that they spend the most on print services 
($15,500 average; $11,000 median). Other budget 
items include food ($7,917 average; $2,750 median), 
giveaways ($4,826 average; $2000 median), and paid 
advertising ($4,646 average, $3,500 median). Of the 51 
respondents who indicated that they do not have a 
designated promotion budget, 32 provided estimated 
promotional expenditures. The minimum reported 
was $500 and the maximum reported was $150,000, 
with a mean of $27,400 and a median of $17,000.

Priorities & Objectives
Survey participants were given a list of 12 promo-
tional objectives and asked to indicate which ones 
apply to their organizations. Most indicated that 
nearly all 12 of the objectives apply to their institu-
tions. Participants were also asked to select three of 

the 12 objectives that they consider high priorities in 
their libraries. This process generated 181 responses. 
Sixty percent of these responses indicated that an 
awareness of reference assistance and specialized 
support is a high priority. The other objectives rank 
as follows: awareness of library print and electronic 
collections (55%), awareness of displays, exhibits, pre-
sentations, lectures, or other events (46%), awareness 
of fundraising or development initiatives (36%), the 
library’s value to the organization (30%), awareness 
of training and instruction (28%), awareness of the 
library Web site and contents (26%), awareness of 
special or targeted collections (23%), library study 
space or work areas (23%), orientation for new users 
(23%), awareness of equipment and technology (16%), 
and awareness of library policies (10%).

Determining Activities
Survey participants were asked to indicate how they 
decide which promotional activities to pursue. Eighty-
three percent of them indicated that they pursue pro-
motional activities upon the introduction of new col-
lections and services, while 81% indicated that their 
promotional activities are guided by their strategic 
plans. Participants also reported that they use many 
user-centered strategies for gathering information to 
guide their promotional activities, such as user obser-
vation (66%), feedback from advisory groups (56%), 
surveys and polls (51%), and focus groups (49%). In 
addition to these methods, 74% percent of the librar-
ies indicated that they develop activities sporadically 
as needs arise. Several of the participants also noted 
other methods of determining which promotional 
activities to pursue, including the campus calendar 
of events, institutional priorities, special events, and 
usage statistics. 

Major Characteristics of Promotional Activities
Library promotional activities share a number of 
important characteristics. These include the use of 
taglines and slogans, the need to target specific audi-
ences, the need to convey messages across numerous 
communication channels, and the need to evaluate 
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their effectiveness. This section summarizes these 
characteristics in the activities described by survey 
respondents.

Taglines and Slogans 
Thirty-five percent of the survey participants report-
ed that their libraries use taglines or slogans in their 
promotional efforts. Most of these are associated with 
reference services and incorporate the keyword “ask” 
into their formulations. Variations include “Even if 
it is Rocket Science, Ask a Librarian,” “Save time, 
Ask a Librarian,” “ASK for research help,” “Ask A 
Librarian,” and “Ask a Question.”

Research libraries also use taglines or slogans to 
raise awareness of their libraries, in general. Example 
taglines and slogans from this category include “Be 
brilliant,” “Connect for Success,” ”Get Connected to 
a World of Knowledge,” “The Library. It’s Yours. Use 
It.” “Get it done,” “Great minds think alike,” and 
“Embracing the Future.” Several of the respondents 
also indicated that their taglines and slogans build on 
the American Library Association’s “@ Your Library” 
campaign, such as “Brew Ideas @ Your Library,” “Big 
changes @ the OSU Libraries,” “Open House @ Your 
Library,” “You’re @ the Library,” and “Research Help 
@ your library.”
 
Audience
Fifty-one percent of survey participants reported 
that their promotional campaigns target “all library 
users,” but promotional campaigns also target spe-
cific user groups. Participants indicated that their 
campaigns commonly target undergraduates (56%), 
faculty (48%), graduate students (45%), and alumni 
or potential donors (36%). When asked to identify 
“other” audiences that their promotional campaigns 
target, respondents listed groups such as internation-
al students, parents, and distance learning students.

Communication Channels 
The placement of the marketing message is impor-
tant to the success of a marketing campaign; you 
want to be sure that your message is seen. To under-

stand the placement of library messages, the survey 
divided communication outlets into three catego-
ries—Library Channels, Campus Channels, and Web 
2.0 Technologies—and asked respondents to indicate 
all of the channels that they use for their promotional 
activities. This section summarizes the findings of all 
181 high-priority objectives. 

“Library channels” are the communications 
channels over which library staff has full control. 
According to the survey data, the library Web site is 
the most frequently used channel (96%), followed by 
flyers and brochures (82%). Other commonly used 
channels are posters (68%), targeted e-mails (61%), 
and library events (55%). Less commonly used chan-
nels include classroom instruction (34%) and library 
discussion lists (20%).

“Campus channels” are those locations and media 
outlets that are affiliated with the institution but that 
are generally outside of the direct control of library 
staff. Campus newspaper articles were the most fre-
quently indicated outlet for sharing library informa-
tion (52%). Campus calendars (35%), campus newspa-
per advertisements (34%), and campus Web portals 
(30%) are also frequently used. Survey participants 
also indicated that they use campus residence halls 
and dorms (23%) and campus student centers and 
dining halls (15%) to distribute their promotional 
messages. Other less commonly used campus chan-
nels include faculty or student electronic discussion 
lists (14%), campus radio (16%), campus television 
(14%), departmental Web sites (13%), and course man-
agement systems (10%).

“Web 2.0 technologies,” such as blogs, wikis, and 
social networking sites, are also used by libraries to 
share information. Blogs (32%) and social networking 
sites (27%) are the most frequently used technolo-
gies. Less commonly used are podcasts (9%), videos 
(8%), wikis (8%), social bookmarking (3%), and virtual 
worlds (3%).

Survey participants also reported that they use 
other outlets to deliver their promotional messages. 
These include bookmarks, plasma TV monitors, bus 
stops, giveaways (pens, magnets, sticks, Frisbees, 
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etc), bulletin boards, faculty meetings, newsletters, 
magazines, and pamphlets.
 
Evaluation 
Only 34% of the respondents indicated that they have 
evaluated their promotional activities. LibQUAL+
, surveys, focus groups, Web traffic, usage statis-
tics, observations, and unprompted user feedback 
were the most commonly reported assessment met-
rics. When asked to describe which promotional ac-
tivities they found most successful, participants indi-
cated that giveaways, flyers, and campus newspaper 
articles and advertisements are the most effective 
ways to reach users.

Challenges
Just as there are many ways to promote the library, 
there are many challenges associated with these ac-
tivities. One hurdle that many participants shared 
was deciding what to promote and how to craft an 
appropriate message. Respondents also remarked 
that reaching the appropriate audience could be 
difficult—some campaigns aim for the widest vis-
ibility possible, while others focus on narrower seg-
ments. Staff time, costs and funding, production, 
design work, skill sets, and assessment were other 
challenges that many of the participants specified. 
Finally, several internal factors materialized, such 
as gaining support or buy-in throughout the entire 
organization, as well as updating, communicating, 
and collaborating across library departments. 

Conclusion
Promotional activities are now a necessary part of a 
research library’s strategic plan. Rather than asking, 
“Do we need to promote the library?” librarians are 
asking, “What kinds of promotional strategies best 
target specific segments of our intended audience?” 
In other words, now that research libraries must com-
pete with other information providers and spaces on 
campus for the attention of their users, librarians are 
focusing on promotional activities that target users 
across a variety of communication channels. 

While each ARL member library is unique in 
terms of its staffing, budget, and production capabili-
ties, each one faces similar challenges to achieving its 
promotional objectives. Research libraries are experi-
menting with new technologies and communication 
channels as a means of communicating with their 
users. These experiments reveal the extent to which 
libraries must adapt their outreach efforts to their lo-
cal academic and campus cultures—what works for 
one library will not necessarily work well for another. 
Furthermore, because many of these marketing and 
promotional initiatives remain experimental, librar-
ians have not yet reached a consensus about how to 
assess their effectiveness.

Although it is true that research libraries have be-
gun to target specific segments, or categories of users, 
the responsibility for coordinating those campaigns 
remains distributed throughout the library. Just as 
various departments within the organization provide 
users with a variety of resources and services, the 
librarians and library staff working in those depart-
ments engage in a wide array of promotional activi-
ties: Reference librarians tend to promote databases 
and instructional assistance, archivists and special 
collection librarians emphasize unique holdings and 
primary source materials, and development officers 
typically target alumni, potential donors, and uni-
versity stakeholders. 

In short, library promotions is thriving and will 
continue to grow. Librarians are adopting new tech-
niques and seeking new opportunities to interact and 
share information with their users. For this progress 
to continue, a more consolidated effort must guide the 
communications effort. Furthermore, dedicated bud-
gets, better assessment, and media related skills are 
crucial for the advancement of the marketing effort. 
However, perhaps the single most important aspect 
that is necessary for better promotions is a shared 
vision and buy-in among library staff. Without ev-
eryone working together on the same page, research 
libraries cannot expect to be effective communica-
tors.
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Survey QueStionS anD reSponSeS

The SPEC survey on Promoting the Library was designed by Brian Mathews, User Experience Librarian, 
Georgia Tech, and Jill Stover, Undergraduate Services Coordinator, Virginia Commonwealth University. 
These results are based on data submitted by 87 of the 123 ARL member libraries (71%) by the deadline 
of February 29, 2008. The survey’s introductory text and questions are reproduced below, followed by the 
response data and selected comments from the respondents.

Research libraries expend considerable effort to be perceived as vital to students, faculty, and research scientists. They continually 
promote their potential to enhance teaching and learning, to facilitate research with appropriate resources and expertise, and to 
gain credibility in a world that competes for the information consumer’s attention. 

Research libraries exist in a marketplace characterized by competing options, efficiency-minded consumers, and difficult-to-
penetrate social systems. Public relations and marketing, core elements of promotion, have taken on increasing importance. 
Library communication strategies attempt to build loyalty and name recognition with students, faculty, and researchers. A broad 
assortment of promotional techniques are employed to raise awareness and engage the consumer, including creation of library 
brand and logos; posters, flyers, and giveaways; community events, activities, and press releases; or simply creating a “buzz” 
among constituents. Experimentation, innovation, and assessment gain traction as initiatives are floated, new communication 
channels are utilized, and branding campaigns are launched.

Insight can be gleaned and ideas appropriated from compelling efforts to promote resources, services, and the image of the 
research library. There is increasing interest in our community in the ways that libraries frame and deliver their promotional efforts, 
in the new directions and initiatives that are tested, and in the tools and techniques employed to assess the impact on target 
populations. 

This survey seeks to identify how academic and research libraries are working in these promotional arenas to foster greater 
understanding of the critical roles they play in the lives of their constituents. It seeks to identify the purposes of promotional 
activities and strategies, promotional tools and techniques, samples of promotional materials, how libraries organize to do 
promotion, the nature of library branding campaigns, and coordination of activities and reporting structures.
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Background

1. Does your library engage in any coordinated activities (such as those listed above) to promote its 
products, collections, and services to users? N=87

Yes  87 100%

No    0  —

2. What are the primary objectives of the library’s promotion activities? Check all objectives that 
apply to the library’s promotional efforts. Check up to three of those that are the current highest 
priority objectives starting with High Priority 1 (this is not a ranking). N=87

Objective Applies High priority

1 2 3

Awareness of library print and electronic collections 86 32  9  7

Awareness of the library Web site and contents 85 12  5  6

Awareness of displays, exhibits, presentations, lectures, or other events 85 13 18  9

Awareness of reference assistance and specialized support services 83 22 16 14

Awareness of training or instruction 82 10  9  5

Awareness of special or targeted collections 79  6  9  5

Orientation for new users 79  7  7  6

Awareness of library study space or work area 77  4 10  6

Awareness of equipment and technology 74  4  2  8

Fundraising or development initiatives 74 12 12  7

To describe the library’s value to the organization (branding campaign) 67 14  4  8

Awareness of library policies 65  2  3  4

Other objective 21  4  2  2
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Please describe the other objective. N=16

“Awareness of library services or changes in services.”

“Visibility of friends’ group and its history of significant support for more than fifty years. High Priority 1: Speakers 
who speak programmatically in relation to a specific library collection, library exhibition, or library-related event. 
High Priority 1: Issuing of exhibition publications/catalogs with intent to be physically handsome with substantive 
content and reflect well on importance of library collections.”

“Raise awareness of the relationship between the university’s strategic aspirations and library services and 
resources.”

“Support renovation of main library and also to support the university’s goal of recruiting and retaining the best 
faculty and students by making the uniqueness and value of the library known.”

“Awareness of Information Literacy.”

“Awareness of all library services and resources.”

“On everything we promote, we include the Web address of the Libraries in a branding effort.”

“Awareness of special services (e.g., digital library).”

“Renovation of library spaces.”

“Publicizing digitization and other grant-funded projects.”

“Awareness/promotion of award/prize programs for students that are sponsored by the Libraries, that is, annual 
poetry and research prizes.”

“To differentiate the library from other information providers.”

“Library etiquette.”

“Promotion of other academic services provided in the library space and collaborations with other organizations 
within the university (i.e., The Writing Center, Tutoring, Academic Technologies, University Writing).”

“Capital Campaign promotional material.”

“Understanding the value added to research activities of the university. Services for alumni and community 
service.”
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organization Model

3. Which of the following describes your library’s organization model for promotion activities? 
Check all that apply. N=86

Seventeen respondents indicated their library had one of the organization models listed below. Three indicated 
they had another model. The remaining 66 respondents indicated they use a combination of models to manage 
promotional activities.

Single 
Model

Combination 
of Models

Total %

One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job 
description

6 49 55 64%

Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually 2 40 42 49%

Promotion activities are centralized in one unit/department 8 27 35 41%

A library committee or taskforce is responsible for promotion activities 1 31 32 37%

Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis 1 26 27 31%

Other 3 —  3  4%

Please describe other organization model.

“Library has dedicated communications and development departments that work in cooperation with one another 
and also in support of promotional and outreach activities that take place at the unit/department/library level. 
Director of Library Communications and Director of Development each report to the University Librarian.”

“Ongoing newsletters and events promotions are located in centralized units (Development, Design Services). 
Promotions of other special resources, events, services are done as needed, with professional services from 
Development or Design Services departments.”

“There are 2 of us (assistant to the dean and me) that work together on media relations and some special project 
promotions. In addition, each team within the library handles their own promotion activities as needed. Each 
team is given a budget annually from which their promotional expenses are provided. Members within the team 
that have programs/events/trainings that require promotion must work within their teams to negotiate funds. If 
funding is not required, then individuals proceed as necessary, except if working through the UANews campus 
media that is an online news bureau. This relationship is managed centrally through myself and my colleague as 
described above. My colleague also promotes events and distributes news releases to the local media as needed.”
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Single organization Model

4. If one library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description, please give 
the position title of the individual, their department, and the title of the position to whom he/she 
reports. N=5

Position Title Department Reports to

Communications Manager Library Administration Assistant to the University Librarian

Director of Library Communications Library Administration Dean and University Librarian 

User Experience Librarian (Assessment & 
Communications)

Public Services AD Public Services

Special Assistant to the Dean for External 
Relations

Library Dean’s Office Dean of University Libraries

Marketing, Communications, and Outreach 
Librarian

Library Administration University Librarian

Coordinator, Marketing and Communications Administrative Services Director of the Library System

5. If promotion activities are handled by each unit/department/library, is there any coordination of 
individual efforts across units/departments/libraries? N=2

Yes  1 50%

No  1 50%

If yes, please describe how coordination occurs.

“Nearly all such efforts have in the end some sort of cost/budget involved. As a result, they all eventually wend 
their way to my office for approval (dean).”
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6. If promotion activities are centralized in one unit/department please give the name of the unit/
department, the title of the position that has primary responsibility for coordinating promotion 
activities, and the title of the position to whom that individual reports. N=8

Name of Unit/Department Position Title of Promotion 
Coordinator

Promotion Coordinator 
Reports to

Administrative Services Marketing & Communications 
Specialist

Director, External Relations

Library Communications Director of Library Communications University Librarian

Development & Outreach Office Development and Outreach Librarian Dean of Libraries

Public Relations Director of Library Public Relations University Librarian

Administrative Services Communications Coordinator Assistant Director, Administrative 
Services

Public Relations and Marketing 
(PRaM)--3 full time employees

Manager Associate Dean for University Park 
Libraries

Communications and External 
Relations

Director, Communications and 
External Relations

University Librarian and Dean of 
Libraries

Office of Communications/ Public 
Affairs Office

Director of Communications Chief Operating Officer (COO) and 
Asst. COO

7. If promotion activities are ad hoc, please provide a description of which category of staff 
members are usually involved and explain how they were selected to participate. N=1

“Librarians, e.g., Information Literacy Committee, Reference Department; Administration, e.g., Associate 
University Librarian for Information Services - extension of services role.”

8. coMBination of organization ModelS

Respondent 1
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job 
description; Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually

This really depends; I can provide a few examples that illustrate how different projects are promoted. The Liaison 
Advisory Team at the Libraries will be working on a project to ‘rebrand’ the liaison services offered to the campus 
community. This will be a major project with periodic updates. The Team is made up of librarians only. Other 
teams (such as Reference Services) or unit libraries may pilot a new service, for which they coordinate promotion. 
Librarians and higher grade levels of associate staff would be most likely to be involved. Each unit library has LCD 
screens for use in promotion; while the project start-up was coordinated centrally (via committee of librarians to 
purchase equipment and software, and two librarians tasked with content recruitment, orientation & training), 
content will be developed & updated by associate staff in individual units (in consultation with their unit heads). 
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These associate staff were designated by the unit heads, for their communication, design, and technology skills. 
The Assessment Librarian (in Library Administration, reports to Director of Libraries and Information Resources) 
has library promotion as part of his/her job description. For the library blog, individuals across the system can 
submit content (images and text) for posting, which are reviewed and published by the Assessment Librarian. 
Note: the Assessment Librarian has ‘library communications’ as part of their job description (primarily a library 
news blog at this time). Other units and individuals contribute content to the blog, which is moderated by the 
Assessment Librarian. As individual units present instruction sessions or special events, they promote the events 
locally, in addition to the centralized communication via blog.

Respondent 2
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Each unit/department/library handles 
promotion activities individually

The Coordinator of Instruction, Outreach, and Marketing (reports to Associate University Librarian) has library 
promotion as part of his/her job description. As the outreach/marketing coordinator, I support the department’s 
individual efforts as best I can. I provide promotional materials (giveaways, brochures, etc) as well as other 
supplies needed (banner, imprinted tablecloths, brochure holders, etc.).

Respondent 3
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job 
description; Promotion activities are centralized in one unit/department

Electronic resources librarian promotes electronic resources, subject librarians promote to individual departments, 
department leaders promote to their departments, development activities promoted by development officer 
and events coordinator. There is a targeted orientation that is developed and promoted to graduate and 
undergraduate students through the outreach committee. The External Relations Officer (in Office of the 
University Librarian, reports to University Librarian) has library promotion as part of his/her job description. 
Promotion activities are centralized in the Instruction and Outreach Group and coordinated by the Outreach and 
Instruction Librarian who reports to the Leader, Gateway Services.

Respondent 4
Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually; A library committee or taskforce is responsible 
for promotion activities

Coordination: Department and branch heads report activities for approval to University Librarian. Funding is held 
centrally for activities that require it. UL reviews for content and ‘branding’ issues.

Respondent 5
Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually; Promotion activities are centralized in one unit/
department; A library committee or taskforce is responsible for promotion activities

Respondent 6
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Each unit/department/library handles 
promotion activities individually; Promotion activities are centralized in one unit/department

The Communications Officer (in Development, reports to Director of Development) has library promotion as part 
of his/her job description. Each unit/department handles promotion activities related to services at the branch 
level. Library-wide promotion activities are centralized in the Development Office. Communications are centralized 
in Development (Communications Officer). Promotion activities related to the Irving K. Barber Learning Centre 
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are centralized, but library committee(s) also provide input/advice. The structure and positions are evolving. 
Promotion activities are centralized in Development and coordinated by the Director of Development who reports 
to the University Librarian.

Respondent 7
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually

In some cases, there is coordination by the Library Development Office Publication Coordinator. In other cases, it 
may be groups working together that cross departmental lines, such as the Library Web Advisory Group.

Respondent 8
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually

Librarians who are most knowledgeable about a particular issue or topic that needs to be promoted. Issues and 
topics dependent on importance to meeting the campus research, teaching, and patient care needs. Coordination: 
Quasi-coordination. For official printed or Web-based messages that are not instruction or exhibit focused, senior 
administrative team is the “vetting” body. For instruction handouts, class schedules, exhibit descriptions, the 
specific department or unit is responsible for the content and look.

Respondent 9
Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually; A library committee or taskforce is responsible 
for promotion activities

Coordination across units may be handled: 1) by direct collaboration between units and/or 2) by a libraries-wide 
outreach committee.

Respondent 10
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description: Promotion activities are centralized in 
one unit/department

The Outreach & Marketing Coordinator (in Information Services, reports to the Head of Information Services) has 
library promotion as part of his/her job description. We have a newly created Outreach & Marketing taskforce that 
is a unit within our Information Services Department. Some areas of the library (for example, Special Collections) 
continue to handle their own promotion, although we are exploring ways in which we might collaborate more 
effectively.

Respondent 11
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Each unit/department/library handles 
promotion activities individually

The Director of Communications (in Library Administration, reports to the Director of the Library) has library 
promotion as part of his/her job description. The new Director of Communications advises units and is developing 
a communications plan that will focus the promotional efforts of the Library on its strategic goals going forward.

Respondent 12
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Each unit/department/library handles 
promotion activities individually

The Assistant Director for Development and Communication (in Administration, reports to the Dean of the 
Libraries (with a close relationship with Director of Development)) has library promotion as part of his/her job 
description. Departments communicate their initiatives with the communications staff member and the staff 
member orchestrates the communication effort (designing collateral and placement in target markets) with input 
from stakeholders. If services/resource being marketed cross departments a ‘matrix’ type approach is used to 
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involve all stakeholders in the communication effort.

Respondent 13
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Each unit/department/library handles 
promotion activities individually

The Assessment & Marketing Librarian (in Access Services, reports to the Director, Access Services) has library 
promotion as part of his/her job description. The Assessment & Marketing Librarian attempts to maintain 
awareness of the marketing efforts of libraries throughout the system, though all efforts are not centralized. The 
Library Communications Committee existed from 1996 to 2007, and is now temporarily disbanded, in light of the 
new coordinator for marketing. This committee mainly worked on the publication of Libraries brochures.

Respondent 14
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Promotion activities are centralized in 
one unit/department

The Assistant to the Director (in Office of the Director, reports to the Director of Libraries) has library promotion as 
part of his/her job description. Coordination: Via Assistant Directors, to Assistant to the Director, to the Director of 
Libraries. In addition, one library staff member having promotion as part of his/her job description, it sometimes 
happens that the Director of Libraries designates a different or an additional person for promotion of a specific 
thing.

Respondent 15
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job 
description; Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually

Reference librarians, staff in the centers affiliated with our Rare Book, Manuscript, and Special Collections 
Library, staff in our Center for Instructional Technology [are involve in promotion activities.] The Director of 
Communications (in Communications, reports to the Director of Development) has library promotion as part of 
his/her job description. Coordination does not always occur. If it does, it is usually in the form of shared staff 
resources (Graphic designer reporting to Director of Communications designs newsletters, ads, plasma screen 
slides for staff throughout the Libraries.), financial resources (My office might pay for a reception hosted by the 
Special Collections Library’s Archive for Human Rights.), or expertise (Director of Communications assists in the 
development of a promotion strategy for an event.)

Respondent 16
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job 
description; Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually

The Communications Director (no real department, reports to the Vice Provost/Director of Libraries) has library 
promotion as part of his/her job description. Coordination: We have some market councils who have done that 
in the past, but it’s unclear what the future of these councils is. We are deciding that now. I’ve only been here for 
about six months. I envision some activities being centralized and others being conducted in a dispersed manner, 
with basic tools provided to ensure consistent branding, look, etc.

Respondent 17
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; A library committee or taskforce is 
responsible for promotion activities

The Public Information Officer (in Administration, reports to the Associate Dean for Advancement) has library 
promotion as part of his/her job description.
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Respondent 18
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job 
description; Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually; Promotion activities are centralized 
in one unit/department

Communication and publications are the responsibilities of a handful of librarians and full-time staff members. 
It is written into their job descriptions. Generally department heads make decisions on needed promotion for 
specific events or collections and gather resources as needed. The Communications/Public Affairs Associate (in 
Undergraduate Information Services and Programs Department, reports to the Undergraduate Programs Librarian) 
has library promotion as part of his/her job description. There are designated persons within the libraries with 
expertise that is specific to signage, brochures, Web design, etc. For example, Public Services has a staff member 
who assists with desktop design for signage and a librarian with a talent for graphic design provides library-wide 
support. The appropriate person is then consulted with the project. Promotion activities are centralized in the 
Undergraduate Information Services and Programs and coordinated by the Undergraduate Programs Librarian 
who reports to the Associate Director of Public Services.

Respondent 19
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Each unit/department/library handles 
promotion activities individually; A library committee or taskforce is responsible for promotion activities

The Reference, Instruction, & Outreach Librarian (in Reference Department, reports to the Coordinator of 
Reference) has library promotion as part of his/her job description. Our second library, Eckles, sends their 
Outreach Coordinator to the Outreach Group meetings that occur weekly. We work together for Gelman’s 
Outreach initiatives, and Eckles participates within that. However, they also have their own goals and priorities 
that they are marketing towards.

Respondent 20
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job 
description; Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually

Both classified staff (Web support, print and Web designers) and librarians (primarily for content) are involved. 
The AUL for Campus Engagement, Communication and Community Outreach (in Administration, reports to 
the University Librarian) has library promotion as part of his/her job description. We have recently reorganized 
to focus more attention on outreach and promotion. We expect to enhance the coordination and quantity of 
promotional activities. We expect to have a standing committee to coordinate the activity. Two positions currently 
include promotion as part of the job description.

Respondent 21
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job 
description; Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually

Reference, special collections and development staff are usually involved. Even or project coordinators designate 
people to develop promotional material. The Reference Librarian/Graphics Artist (in Reference, reports to the 
Head of Reference) has library promotion as part of his/her job description. Coordination is limited to using the 
Libraries logo on flyers, etc.

Respondent 22
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Each unit/department/library handles 
promotion activities individually; A library committee or taskforce is responsible for promotion activities

The Senior Communications Officer (in Organizational Services, reports to the Director, Organizational Services) 
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has library promotion as part of his/her job description. We have a User Communications Committee that provides 
oversight, coordination, and support for a range of outreach efforts occurring across the library.

Respondent 23
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job 
description; Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually; Promotion activities are centralized 
in one unit/department; A library committee or taskforce is responsible for promotion activities

Promotion activities are centralized in Administration and coordinated by the Special Events Coordinator and 
Communications Assistant who reports to the University Librarian. We are trying to better coordinate all activities.

Respondent 24
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job 
description; Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually; A library committee or taskforce is 
responsible for promotion activities

Faculty, academic professionals, and staff (clerical) participate, usually according to the functional area of the 
service or collection that is promoted. Sometimes department heads assign people to these tasks; sometimes 
people volunteer for tasks. The Coordinator of Communications and Marketing (in Administration, reports to the 
University Librarian) has library promotion as part of his/her job description. We have adopted a template for in-
house handouts. The University provides us with identity standards that should be followed in all materials. Many 
units send final drafts to coordinator for approval/consent.

Respondent 25
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job 
description; Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually; Promotion activities are centralized 
in one unit/department; A library committee or taskforce is responsible for promotion activities

Faculty and staff become involved based upon the particular event or resource publicized; frequently, the Director 
of Advancement, Communications and Marketing, becomes involved and or provides strategic direction. The 
Director of Advancement, Communications and Marketing (in Office of Library Advancement, reports to the 
Assistant Dean for Library Advancement) has library promotion as part of his/her job description. In a recent effort 
to coordinate promotion activities, a Strategic Communications and Marketing Committee has been established. 
The Director of Advancement, Communications and Marketing, serves as ex-officio member of the committee.

Respondent 26
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job 
description; Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually; Other

Librarians from departments most closely associated with the target audience volunteer or are recruited to 
assist with the efforts aimed at those audiences. First-of-the-year orientation activities, for example, may involve 
librarians from all over campus; more specific activities may involve librarians from only one or two departments. 
The Director of Communications (in Administration, reports to the Dean) has library promotion as part of his/her 
job description. Coordination occurs through cross-pollination of library committees, oversight by the Director 
of Communications, and teamwork. We refer to a marketing communications plan, put in force by a marketing 
group comprised of a cross-section of librarians. Promotion and marketing activities are broadly distributed, but 
are coordinated by one staff member who provides oversight and direction. A marketing group advises in overall 
strategies, and ad hoc committees plan and execute targeted initiatives (such as orientation or archives awareness 
month).
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Respondent 27
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job 
description; Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually; A library committee or taskforce is 
responsible for promotion activities

If a person in a department approaches me with a project (something they would like to promote), we work 
together to reach their target audience. The Coordinator, Public Relations (reports to the University Librarian) has 
library promotion as part of his/her job description. I try to learn about what promotional efforts individual units 
are doing and give advice. As well as share with them what has worked for other units.

Respondent 28
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Each unit/department/library handles 
promotion activities individually; A library committee or taskforce is responsible for promotion activities

The Program Coordinator II - Public Relations & Instruction (in Reference & Instruction, reports to the Head of 
Instruction) has library promotion as part of his/her job description. No coordination. The Library’s major PR is 
handled by the PR Coordinator, however individual units and/or committees still promote some specific unit or 
committee activities.

Respondent 29
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Each unit/department/library handles 
promotion activities individually; A library committee or taskforce is responsible for promotion activities

The Director of Public Relations and Advancement (in Administration, reports to the Dean of Libraries) has library 
promotion as part of his/her job description. The [Director of Public Relations and Advancement] oversees a 
strategic communications plan (a guiding document to establish continuity among all marketing efforts) while 
providing support to units, departments, and libraries who engage in their own promotional efforts. [He/she] 
assembles and manages a strategic communications committee, a group of 12 librarians and staff members who 
have an interest in marketing or actively work to promote their own individual areas.

Respondent 30
Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually; A library committee or taskforce is responsible 
for promotion activities

Most promotion activities emerge from individual departments within the library. In the past year a task 
force developed within the Reference and Instruction Department to promote their services has expanded its 
membership and focus in an effort to develop a more unified marketing effort by Libraries and Media Services.

Respondent 31
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Each unit/department/library handles 
promotion activities individually; Promotion activities are centralized in one unit/department; A library committee or 
taskforce is responsible for promotion activities

The Associate Dean of Libraries (in Administration, reports to the Dean of Libraries) has library promotion as 
part of his/her job description. We communicate regarding promotion activities through my office when a unit 
has an event or activity they would like to promote. This does not preclude a unit from contacting media outlets 
themselves but we do strive to keep all units informed and coordinated and to have a uniform ‘look.’ We have an 
Outreach Committee composed of members from various library departments. They coordinate with my office.

Respondent 32
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Promotion activities are centralized in 
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one unit/department
The Assistant to the Dean (in Administrative Office, reports to the Dean) has library promotion as part of his/her 
job description.

Respondent 33
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; A library committee or taskforce is 
responsible for promotion activities

The Executive Assistant (in Libraries Administration, reports to the Director of Libraries) has library promotion as 
part of his/her job description.

Respondent 34
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; Promotion activities are centralized in one unit/department

Reference, instruction, and liaisons to academic departments do a great deal of promotion targeted to their 
constituencies. Promotion activities are centralized in Development and Communication and are coordinated by 
the Director of Development and Communication who reports to the Director of Libraries.

Respondent 35
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Each unit/department/library handles 
promotion activities individually

The Communications Officer (in Director’s Office, reports to the Director of Development and Communications) 
has library promotion as part of his/her job description. The Communications Officer is the central point of 
contact for promotional activities that involve more than one library or unit and that are promoted campus-wide. 
Individual libraries or units may handle smaller outreach activities targeting a specific audience (not campus-wide) 
on their own.

Respondent 36
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job 
description; Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually; Promotion activities are centralized 
in one unit/department; A library committee or taskforce is responsible for promotion activities

The Director, Access, Information, & Research Services (in Access, Information, & Research Services Division, 
reports to the Deputy University Librarian) has library promotion as part of his/her job description. Promotion 
activities are centralized in the Office of the University Librarian and coordinated by the Deputy University 
Librarian who reports to the University Librarian. Promotion of special events (friends of the libraries events, 
exhibit openings, etc.) are promoted in campus e-newsletters several weeks prior to the event date. These are 
done by the heads of the Libraries’ special collections departments and the Libraries’ Development Office. Library 
course-based instruction and workshops are announced on poster-sized signs in the lobby and near the elevators. 
These are done by Information, Research, & Instructional Services support staff. Promoting new services (e.g., 
federated search, new OPAC interface) takes place prior to the launching of the new service, during the test 
phase. Data collected during the test phase is used to target the new service. This activity is handled by the task 
force coordinators. Unit-level promotion activities are coordinated with library administration. Friends events are 
coordinated with the Libraries’ Development Office and library administration.

Respondent 37
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; Promotion activities are centralized in one unit/department

While promotional activities are not officially structured to be handled by individual units or departments, 
sometimes when an individual unit or department has an event, they handle their own promotion for it. There 
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is no official selection mechanism for choosing when this happens or who is involved in the promotion when it 
does. If the unit/department has the staff/time/resources to handle the promotion, they may choose to do so, 
perhaps getting advice from Marketing and Communications along the way. Promotion activities are centralized 
in Administration and coordinated by Director of Marketing and Communication who reports to the University 
Librarian.

Respondent 38
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; A library committee or taskforce is 
responsible for promotion activities

The Communications Officer (in Administration, reports to the Library Director and Development Officer) has 
library promotion as part of his/her job description.

Respondent 39
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Each unit/department/library handles 
promotion activities individually; Other

The Bibliothécaire-communications (Communications librarian) (Direction générale (Office of the Director of 
Libraries), reports to the Adjointe du Directeur général (Assistant Director General)) has library promotion as 
part of his/her job description. The various libraries that are part of the Direction des bibliothèques (Direction 
of Libraries) coordinate their efforts, and inform each other and their users about their activities. The Direction 
générale de la Direction des bibliothèques (General Direction of the Direction of Libraries) handles some of the 
promotion activities (Annual Report, Web site of the Direction des bibliothèques, guides on general subjects, etc.) 
but each library or department is free to create individual promotion activities. The Direction générale also has the 
role of coordinator of promotion activities proposed by individual libraries or departments.

Respondent 40
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; A library committee or taskforce is 
responsible for promotion activities

The Communications Specialist (in Office of the Dean, reports to the Dean) has library promotion as part of his/
her job description.

Respondent 41
Other

Library has dedicated communications and development departments that work in cooperation with one another 
and also in support of promotional and outreach activities that take place at the unit/department/library level. 
Director of Library Communications and Director of Development each report to the University Librarian.

Respondent 42
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Each unit/department/library handles 
promotion activities individually; Promotion activities are centralized in one unit/department; A library committee or 
taskforce is responsible for promotion activities; Other

The Librarian for External Relations (in Administration, reports to the Assistant Director for Capital Management 
and External Relations) has library promotion as part of his/her job description. Units/departments work through 
the established process for development of materials and publicity on the Web; the Librarian for External Relations 
is usually involved if publicity is directed to donors and the community. Promotion activities are centralized in the 
Administration-External Relations Unit and are coordinated by the Librarian for External Relations who reports to 
the Assistant Director for Capital Management and External Relations. For specialized events, the staff involved 
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are responsible for making sure the event is publicized, and they usually work with the Librarian for External 
Relations. The library has an External Relations Council. Promotion activities are handled by External Relations 
staff and by public services staff.

Respondent 43
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually

Promotion activities are coordinated through the Associate Dean of Libraries for Public Services. Individuals 
organizing the event/services generally draft the promotion activities information (press release, flyer, Web 
announcement). Coordination through the Associate Dean of Libraries for Public Services.

Respondent 44
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job 
description; Promotion activities are centralized in one unit/department; A library committee or taskforce is responsible 
for promotion activities; Other

Ad hoc committees are typically comprised of both faculty (librarians) and staff. The Coordinator of 
Communications & Publication and the Fiscal Officer are usually members along with other employees who 
have a logical connection or special knowledge of the activity. The Coordinator, Communications & Publications 
(in Dean’s Office, reports to the Dean of Libraries) has library promotion as part of his/her job description. 
Promotion activities are centralized in Communications & Publications/ Dean’s Office and are coordinated by the 
Coordinator, Communications & Publications who reports to the Dean of Libraries. We conduct promotions both 
through annual outreach campaigns and as needed on ad hoc basis. The Communications & Publications Office 
currently consists of 1.5 FTE, soon to be 2.5 FTE. Many promotional activities are the joint effort of a committee or 
taskforce.

Respondent 45
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job 
description; Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually; Promotion activities are centralized 
in one unit/department

Library department staff members notify the communications director of promotional needs and then work 
in tandem to carry out the promotional activities. The Communications Director (in Library Administration, 
reports to the Dean of Libraries) has library promotion as part of his/her job description. Coordination: On 
occasion, individual departments promote their own services/activities, but usually after consultation with the 
communications director. In addition to the promotional activities described below, announcements and updates 
about library events and activities are shared at various meetings (library council, subject specialists meetings, 
etc.) Word-of-mouth promotions take place through subsequent contact between library staff and individual 
members of the campus community. Promotion activities are centralized in Library Communications and are  
coordinated by the Communications Director who reports to the Dean of Libraries.

Respondent 46
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; Promotion activities are centralized in one unit/department; Other

Those ad hoc promotions that occur are under the purview of specialists in public services and departmental 
units. Promotion activities are centralized in Planning and Communication and are coordinated by the Director 
for Planning and Communication who reports to the Vice Provost and Director of Libraries. Most promotional 
work is centralized in the directorate for planning and communication, along with the wider communication effort 
which includes relationships with external media. Exhibitions and public service events (e.g., student social) are 
exceptions.
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Respondent 47
Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually; Promotion activities are centralized in one unit/
department; A library committee or taskforce is responsible for promotion activities; Other

A centralized marketing office focuses on strategic, system-wide projects. The marketing office also assists 
individual units with smaller projects as needed. Major projects are given to standing committees for feedback. 
Promotion activities are centralized in the Marketing Office and are coordinated by the Marketing Associate who 
reports to the Director of Advancement. A centralized marketing office plans and carries out marketing activities 
for system-wide programs. At the same time, units and committees also do some of their own projects.

Respondent 48
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Each unit/department/library handles 
promotion activities individually; A library committee or taskforce is responsible for promotion activities

The Communications Manager (Library) (in Marketing but 100% time devoted to Library, reports functionally 
to the University Librarian) has library promotion as part of his/her job description. Four cross-system functional 
teams (Access Services; Electronic Gateway; Information Services & Instruction; Resources & Collections) exist 
to coordinate library services in partnership with library units. The teams define operational policies and shape 
the Library’s messaging. Reporting to the Library’s Management Team, a new Communications Advisory Group 
works with the Communications Manager to articulate and record system-wide messaging for use in promotional 
initiatives. The Communications Manager is currently working with each unit to implement a new system-wide 
visual identity across all promotional and communications materials.

Respondent 49
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; A library committee or taskforce is responsible for promotion activities

Respondent 50
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job 
description; Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually; Promotion activities are centralized 
in one unit/department; A library committee or taskforce is responsible for promotion activities

Library faculty through collection development, reference, and instruction staff for services. The Communications 
Director (in Public Communications, reports to the Dean) has library promotion as part of his/her job description. 
Coordination [is] through efforts of outreach coordinator and communications officer. Promotion activities are 
coordinated by the Outreach Coordinator who reports to the Director of Collections and Services.

Respondent 51
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Promotion activities are centralized in 
one unit/department; A library committee or taskforce is responsible for promotion activities; Other

Promotion activities are centralized in Communication & Development and are coordinated by the Director, 
Communication & Development, who reports to the Associate VP for Libraries (Dean equivalent). To clarify, 
while one staff member has overall responsibility, on occasion a taskforce will organize and conduct a specific 
promotional effort.

Respondent 52
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job 
description

A good example might be a special event like the freshmen orientation; this would involve the staff members 
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assigned to the committee; it is usually public services staff; they are selected to participate by their supervisors 
who appoint them. The Communications Manager (in Library Administration, reports to the Director of External 
Relations and Development) has library promotion as part of his/her job description.

Respondent 53
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job 
description; Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually; Promotion activities are centralized 
in one unit/department

Whoever may be leading implementation or organization of a program, etc. may be involved in promoting it. 
For instance, a librarian who may be organizing a film showing or series, may also lead efforts to publicize it.  
Or an instruction librarian may initiate and design promotional efforts for a workshop series because that is 
part of her job. The Information Specialist II (in Outreach Services, reports to the Executive Associate Dean) has 
library promotion as part of his/her job description. There is not really ‘coordination’ across the library in a true 
sense. However, there is one office that anyone goes to for publication support and graphic design assistance 
and production. This office (Outreach Services) does handle all PR that comes from the Deans office and from 
library development, as well. Promotion activities are centralized in Outreach Services and are coordinated by the 
Information Specialist II who reports to the Executive Associate Dean.

Respondent 54
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Each unit/department/library handles 
promotion activities individually

The Communications Specialist (in Office of the Vice Provost, reports to the Assistant Director for Development) 
has library promotion as part of his/her job description. We don’t coordinate the promotional efforts, but we do 
coordinate the design, ordering, and distribution of promotional materials (pens, pads, stickers, posters, etc.).

Respondent 55
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Each unit/department/library handles 
promotion activities individually; Promotion activities are centralized in one unit/department

The Development & Promotion Coordinator (in Administration/PR, reports to the Dean) has library promotion as 
part of his/her job description. Promotion activities are centralized in Public Relations and are coordinated by the 
Development 7 Promotion Coordinator who reports to the Dean.

Respondent 56
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Each unit/department/library handles 
promotion activities individually; Promotion activities are centralized in one unit/department; A library committee or 
taskforce is responsible for promotion activities

The Assistant to the University Librarian (in the Office of the University Librarian, reports to the University 
Librarian) has library promotion as part of his/her job description. Undergraduate services are promoted through 
a consortium of the four libraries that directly serve that population. A number of system-wide Web-based 
resources are utilized by library directors to promote their school library’s activities. Many of these promotional 
activities are funneled through a system-wide Communications Committee. Promotion activities are centralized in 
the Office of the University Librarian and are coordinated by the Assistant to the University Librarian who reports 
to the University Librarian.

Respondent 57
Promotion activities are centralized in one unit/department; A library committee or taskforce is responsible for 
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promotion activities
Promotion activities are centralized in the Reference Instruction Services Department.

Respondent 58
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually; A 
library committee or taskforce is responsible for promotion activities

Respondent 59
Promotion activities occur on an ad hoc basis; One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job 
description; Promotion activities are centralized in one unit/department

The Director of Communications (in Communications & Special Events, reports to the Associate Dean for 
Administration) has library promotion as part of his/her job description. Promotion activities are centralized in 
Communications & Special Events and are coordinated by the Director of Communications & Special Events who 
reports to the Associate Dean for Administration.

Respondent 60
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Promotion activities are centralized in 
one unit/department; A library committee or taskforce is responsible for promotion activities

The Communications and Liaison Librarian (reports to the Manager, Library Communications and Development) 
has library promotion as part of his/her job description. Promotion activities are centralized in Communications 
and are coordinated by the Communications and Liaison Librarian who to the Manager, Library Communications 
and Development.

Respondent 61
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Promotion activities are centralized in 
one unit/department

The Information Officer II (in Library System Dean’s Office, reports to the Assistant to the Dean) has library 
promotion as part of his/her job description. Promotion activities are centralized in Public Relations and are 
coordinated by the Information Officer who reports to the Assistant to the Dean.

Respondent 62
Each unit/department/library handles promotion activities individually; Other

Two staff members in the Office of the University Librarian (OUL) have ‘communication’ as part of their roles: 
Student Services Liaison Librarian and Assessment Librarian. These two OUL members recently presented a 
communication/marketing proposal to the Libraries and as a result a coordinating Communications/Marketing 
Team has been established. One member from each library/department is on the committee, including marketing 
team representatives from the two larger libraries. Questions 2 and 6 have been answered from the perspective 
of the representative of the Allyn & Betty Taylor Library marketing team as this group has been more active and 
has a longer history of formally promoting its library than other libraries. There is a newly formed coordinating 
Communications/Marketing Team for all the libraries with representatives from each library either as members 
(attending meetings) or communication contacts (attend meetings as available or not at all). The representatives 
from the two larger libraries are also members of their own library marketing teams.

Respondent 63
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Promotion activities are centralized in 
one unit/department; A library committee or taskforce is responsible for promotion activities; Other
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Promotion activities are centralized in Library Communication and are coordinated by the Senior Editor who 
reports to the Associate Director. We have a professional editor/public affairs officer and a professional graphic 
designer. They are not librarians trying to do journalism and graphics. They are specialists who happen to 
work for the libraries. Global messages that represent the collective of libraries are managed by the Library 
Communications staff. Smaller efforts targeted to subsets of faculty and students sent by individual program 
officers and library directors are managed by those individuals. We have also launched a campus library marketing 
committee to facilitate those smaller efforts and to keep those activities at a professional level.

Respondent 64
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Each unit/department/library handles 
promotion activities individually; Promotion activities are centralized in one unit/department

The Communications Coordinator (in Development and Communications, reports to the University Librarian) 
has library promotion as part of his/her job description. Staff with promotional responsibilities often liaise, 
both formally and informally, with the Library’s Development and Communications office. Formal coordination 
includes face-to-face meetings to plan/coordinate activities, e-mail discussions, etc. Informal activities include 
lunch meetings, conversations over coffee, etc. The Communications Coordinator also periodically checks in with 
colleagues across the system to discuss upcoming events or current activities that may either be in planning stages 
or underway. Promotion activities are centralized in Development and Communications and are coordinated by 
the Communications Coordinator who reports to the University Librarian.

Respondent 65
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Each unit/department/library handles 
promotion activities individually

The Director of Development (in the Development Office, reports to the Director) has library promotion as part of 
his/her job description.

Respondent 66
One library staff member has library promotion as part of his/her job description; Promotion activities are centralized in 
one unit/department

The Communications Officer (in Planning & Resources, reports to the Associate Director, Planning and Resources, 
and Director of Libraries) has library promotion as part of his/her job description. Promotion activities are 
centralized in Planning & Resources and are coordinated by the Communications Officer. Person whose major 
responsibility it is has various advisory groups. Coordination occurs through committees as well, e.g., orientation, 
also through Senior Advisory Library team.
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9. What kinds of skills are needed by the staff who are involved in promotion activities? Please 
indicate if the staff who have these skills are in the library, in other units of the parent institution, 
or whether some amount of work is outsourced. Check NA if the skill is not applicable to your 
activities. Check all that apply. N=80

Skill Library staff Institution staff Outsourced NA N

Writing/message crafting 79 10   2 — 80

Public speaking 73  3 — 6 80

Graphic design 63 30 27 — 80

Print production 44 33 47 — 80

Web design 73 15   9 — 78

Photography/videography 56 34 28 — 78

Other skill(s) 16   5   2 2 18

Please describe other skill(s).

Library Staff
“Project management: in coordinating the creation and final delivery of the materials, ensuring they are released 
at appropriate times, etc.”

“Strategies for media relations (pitching stories, press release distribution and follow-up protocol); Ad placement 
and strategy; Sponsorship strategy; Cooperative marketing strategy.”

“Marketing (developing marketing plans and strategies), event planning, public relations (dealing with the 
media).”

“Copy writing and editing.”

“Event coordination, press relations.”

“Networking, Program coordination.”

“Learning to record podcasts.”

“University has its own printing production for final product, camera ready material is produced by library staff. 
Some photography is shared and we do get some of it from the Institution’s photography and publications office.”

“Graphing and other statistical capabilities and software knowledge as part of the general skill in presentation of 
quantitative information.”

“Event planning.”

“Event scheduling and promotion; liaison with institutional PR office.”
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Library and Institution Staff
“Event Planning, Media Relations.”

“Media relations, event planning.”

“Media relations.”

“Digital media production.”

Library and Institution Staff and Outsourced
“Getting newsletters or other things communicated on campus, creation of newsletters and ‘survival guide’ 
combination of library staff and private consultant.”

“Branding, understanding of communication theory and its application, understanding of Web 2.0 and social 
networking, understanding of how to craft surveys and collect and interpret data, and at the very least, a contact 
who can apply branding to tools such as Word, PowerPoint, etc., which higher-level print designers don’t usually 
offer.”

Unspecified
“Interviewing skills.”

“Very strong interpersonal skills.”

“The Libraries graphic identity was created by the university’s Department of Publications, all other design is done 
by PRaM library staff members.”

“Photography/videography combo of outreach/inreach used for events planning, curating exhibits, multimedia 
authoring.”

“Ability to identify appropriate spaces for events, understanding of equipment & staffing requirements, 
knowledge of catering services, decisiveness, people skills, ability to juggle multiple tasks.”

Budget

10. Is there a separate budget designated for promotion activities? N=85

Yes  34 40%

No  51 60%

If yes, how much is budgeted for this fiscal year (2007/2008) for Paid Advertising (e.g., in campus 
newspaper); Printing Services (e.g., for flyers, posters, bookmarks); Food; Giveaways (e.g., pens, 
key chains, stress balls); Professional Services (e.g., for graphic design, video editing); and Other? 
N=32
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Paid 
Advertising

Printing 
Services

Food Giveaways Professional 
Services

Other Please describe other 
items.

0 1,500 — 500 — —

— 20,000 8,000 500 — —

— 30,000 — — — —

2000 12,000 500 2,000 1,000 500 Postage

1000 55,000 20,000 5,500 5,000 2,000 Stock photos, photography

0 40,000 0 200 4,000 5,000 Signage

599 19,999 1,999 1,999 — —

— — — — — 14,000 Gelman Outreach 
Budget=$7000 and Eckles 
Outreach Budget=$7000

15,000 8,000 19,000 2,000 — —

5,600 14,000 21,000 9,000 1,400 —

0 15,000 15,000 12,000 4,500 0 Printing includes newsletters, 
annual report, bookmarks, 
thank you cards, notecards. 
Food includes catering, rentals 
and other arrangements for two 
major events a year.

10,000 17,000 3,000 8,000 30,000 —

500 1,000 — 3,000 1,000 —

10,000 8,000 1,000 1,000 0 —

3,500 37,000 — 1,500 3,000 — Special events (expositions, 
inaugurations, symposiums, 
etc.): 5,000$ CAN

— — — — — 3,000 Unrestricted funds for use in all 
categories above.

4,000 2,500 500 2,000 1,000 —

5,200 10,000 0 27,000 0 8,000 Exhibits 3,000, in-house print 
production 5,000

1,000 12,000 — 6,000 7,500 3,500 Portable display, market 
research (focus groups)
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2,000 10,000 2,500 5,000 2,500 3,000 Room rental for events, 
mailings. Please note that 
above totals include costs of 
major publications, such as 
annual Progress Report, holiday 
card, and other fundraising/
development items.

— 6,000 2,500 2,500 — —

— 9,000 — 2,000 — —

— — — — — 20,000 Covers entire PR/marketing 
budget without designated 
categories as above

“Communications to campus community are budgeted separately from donor relations.”

“External Relations print publications budget is $10,000; many expenses are shared between External Relations 
and Development; total expenditures for these types of materials is estimated to be $30,000.”

“We don’t break it up that specifically. I have a budget of approximately $10K to manage on all areas listed 
above.”

“We have an amount budgeted (through our Dean’s restricted accounts), but it is not neatly divided into your 
categories above. Our expenditures for this fiscal year will be about $30,000.”

“Determined by head of the Department of Reference Instruction Services from Department Budget allocation.”

Four respondents listed only a total for the budget: 5,000; 25,000 (includes 5,000 for printing); 30,000; and 
1,800,000.

If no, please estimate the total expenditures for promotional activities this fiscal year. N=32

Minimum Maximum Mean Median

$500 $150,000 $27,406 $17,000
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<1,000 1

1,000–5,000 4

6,000–10,000 7

11,000–15,000 3

16,000–20,000 5

21,000–25,000 1

26,000–30,000 2

31,000–35,000 —

36,000–40,000 1

41,000–45,000 2

46,000–50,000 1

51,000–55,000 2

>55,000 3

“This is the narrative response to the question above about total expenditures. Annual costs are not available and 
the cost of an individual exhibition catalog usually costs about $10,000–$12,000 (excludes staff time) and such 
publications are widely distributed.”

deterMining activitieS

11. How are appropriate promotion activities determined? Check all that apply. N=87

Upon introduction of new collections/services  72 83%

Guided by objectives in the strategic plan  70 81%

Sporadically, as needs arise    64 74%

Observe use of collections/services   57 66%

Get feedback from a constituent advisory group  49 56%

Survey/poll constituents about their needs and

 promote services/collections that meet those needs 44 51%

Conduct focus groups about user needs and

 promote services/collections that meet those needs 43 49%

Other      19 22%
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Please describe other criteria.

“Also influenced/guided by fundraising/development objectives/plans.”

“Based on calendar of events for each semester or academic year.”

“Collaboration and suggestion from the campus community and staff. Completion of a marketing survey and 
goals.”

 “Collaboration with state and local cultural institutions.”

“Communication activities are determined broadly by a marketing communications plan created by a marketing 
committee. Promotion activities complement institutional priorities.”

“Each event/exhibit/lecture has its own promotional strategies based on topic or type of event being promoted.”

“Guided by the Library’s mission statement.”

“In conjunction with special events (e.g., speakers, exhibits).”

“Librarians, faculty, and deans offer feedback through informal channels and committees. Based on the input, the 
Advancement team creates an annual communications plan.”

“Ongoing activities evaluated and prioritized by committee.”

“Some of these apply primarily to development and fundraising activities (strategic plan, feedback from 
constituency groups). The others are carried out informally as necessary.”

“Statistics (Web, gate counts, etc.), university priorities, events.”

“University priorities, such as Diversity initiatives.”

“We also rely on studies of national trends in library perceptions and expectations.”

“We have not yet begun to use focus groups, but plan to incorporate them in the future.”

“We produce an informational newsletter twice per year. For special events such as exhibitions we hold opening 
or closing reception, send out press releases and flyers. We also produce an extremely popular post card series 
from our special collections. This year we began a series of books for the University Press based on research in the 
Libraries Special Collections.”

“Whenever the library has news to share. Whenever the library is advocating a Library issue: e.g., space needs, 
digitization initiatives, scholarly communication and open access initiatives across the province or country.”

“With the different Directors of Libraries when they wish to market a particular service.”

“Particular events are targeted, e.g., Open House, Homecoming, Friends activities, exhibitions.”
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deScription of Specific activitieS

For each of the high priority objectives you identified in question 2, please briefly describe a 
promotion activity that has been undertaken and answer the following questions accordingly.

Awareness of Library Print and Electronic Collections 

12. Briefly describe the activity that was undertaken to reach this objective. Was a tagline or slogan 
developed for this campaign? N=37

Yes    6 16%

No  31 84%

Developed a Tagline or Slogan

“A monthly blog was created to promote new titles and other resources; an RSS feed was linked to the library 
home page to announce new resources. ‘Be brilliant!’”

“A Question of the Week on the Library Web site, that focused on a specific electronic resource. ‘Question of the 
Week.’”

“During the closing of the system’s Main Library, print materials were relocated to several other library facilities 
on-campus, and a temporary, off-campus library site was opened. The Libraries’ renovation, Web services, and 
electronic resources groups discussed the service impact of these relocations on print services, as well as the 
complementary electronic services that became more critical to individuals who now found traveling to library 
resources to be inconvenient. ‘Big changes @ the OSU Libraries.’”

“Poster and Bookmark series has been developed. The first series focused on athletes and the Library. The second 
series features students from specific faculties. ‘Brew ideas @ your library.’”

“Regular publication of a library newsletter (print and electronic). ‘Library Links.’”

“Specific highlighting of our electronic resources in orientations, tours, promotional materials (custom post-it 
notes) and brochures. In addition a marketing group project designed posters to be placed around campus in 
specific buildings they identified. ‘We’re your gateway to free full text.’”

“Wisconsin Week (staff newspaper) stories; student newspaper stories about specific programs; promotions on 
individual campus library Web sites; online newsletters from larger campus libraries; screen savers promoting 
specific services and resources; READ posters for National Library Week promotions; brochures for individual 
programs/libraries; mass e-mails targeted to specific segments of the campus population; fliers promoting 
instructional programs and lectures; bookmarks; social networking sites. The taglines/slogans vary according to 
target audience and the specific program. For example, we are currently expanding an existing ‘Ask a Librarian’ 
promotion of campus reference services (originally targeting freshmen in an effort to break down barriers to 
asking for help) to include graduate students. These will include a series of posters, fliers, and screen savers, all 
with similar branding, such as: ‘Graduate School is Hard Enough. Ask a Librarian.’ ‘Even if it is Rocket Science. 
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Ask a Librarian.’ Naturally we brand these with the UW-Madison Libraries. Other efforts may be a bulleted 
mass e-mail sent to faculty and instructors at the start of the semester promoting library instruction services. On 
another occasion, we created table tents for campus dormitory dining rooms.”

Did Not Develop a Tagline or Slogan

“A new sector has been developed on our Web site. SFX has been acquired. Highlighting of new acquisitions of 
electronic resources. Development of news briefs online. Meetings with the deans of the University to inform them 
of our offer.”

“A poster with book covers and other interesting graphics as well as text was printed. This was sent via campus 
mail to all faculty.”

“A variety of activities are undertaken to promote collections. One example is a rotating display that features 
items from our government documents department. The exhibits are listed on the Library’s calendar of events, 
covered in press releases, pitched to the media for possible coverage, and highlighted on the Library’s Web site.”

“At the beginning of each academic year, we publish in print and electronically a faculty bulletin listing new 
acquisitions and services. The faculty bulletin is distributed electronically to faculty and is used by librarians 
selectively on their Web pages. We also distribute an executive summary at the start of the academic year for 
library council (faculty) and the student advisory group.”

“Created an e-mail newsletter, UCLibraryLINKS, that is e-mailed to all faculty monthly. In the newsletter, we 
highlight 4 to 5 electronic resources with direct links to that resource. The newsletter is very well received with 
faculty judging from feedback I receive from them.”

“Created library Web page which featured a specific resource and another page which featured resources in 
trial use. Sent targeted messages to specific faculty, graduate group listservs which described the highlighted 
resources.”

“Currently have a new agenda developing in order to improve faculty awareness of the impact of digital resources 
and publishing venues. Much of the educational effort is carried on by information services librarians.”

“Developed a template to be completed by the appropriate bibliographer for each new resource to be promoted, 
rendered it into a press release, added content to library news blog and distributed to News Services for campus 
print and online distribution.”

“Electronic newsletter sent to faculty, Web page featured site promotions, flyers, classroom instruction.”

“Extensive walk-in and course-integrated instruction. Redesign of Library Web site.”

“In fall 2007 the Library announced a major partnership with Microsoft to digitize 100,000 out-of-copyright 
English-language books from the Library’s collections. This major initiative meant that many of Yale’s unique 
holdings would now be available online to readers around the world regardless of their location. The initiative 
further promoted the Library’s existing online collections and activities. In announcing the partnership, as well as 
the partnership with a vendor to scan the books themselves, the Library sought to promote its collections, the 
unique strengths of the collections, as well as its full commitment to making some of its holdings online via the 
Internet. The activity also aimed to promote Yale as an important center for digital initiatives and integrated digital 
access in North America.”
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“Fall program targeted at students to introduce them to library resources and services.”

“In a campaign targeted to undergraduates, we created a cheeky but reassuring survival guide to offer real 
answers for real issues: What to do if you flunk your first test; how to get through a presentation; how to make 
the most of your time at your university. Solutions promoted library resources and services. The guides—the 
centerpiece of an overall awareness campaign—showed students that libraries can save them money, time, and 
effort. What’s not to love?“

“Library staff worked to increase knowledge and use of the library’s resources, both print and electronic.”

“Library Web site—bulletins and spotlights classroom instruction targeted e-mails, flyers, and brochures. Library 
events—seminars such as on ‘RefWorks.’”

“Make a concerted effort to promote ALL prominent new collections via our RSS feed. Forward copies of 
the articles to our university’s Daily News. For example, when we acquired the Hardy Boys collection in our 
archives, ran several pieces. Was picked up by several newspapers including the Globe & Mail (Canada’s national 
newspaper).”

“Meeting with the librarian who has curated the collection or built the resource followed by the creation of a 
communications/publicity plan to reach internal and external target audiences.”

“Multiple ongoing initiatives: New resources are highlighted on the Library’s home page; course-integrated 
instruction highlights relevant disciplinary resources for students; departmental liaison librarians promote 
resources at the academic department level (e.g., at departmental meetings); presently working on development 
of next-generation catalogue interface (a promotional campaign will be associated with the launch of the new 
interface); exploring options for integration of new resource highlights in subject guides and opportunities for 
syndication to academic department Web sites.”

“Newsletter articles; e-resources blog.”

“Orientation for international students.”

“Posters in various sizes & libraries; Flyers; Press release for faculty/staff newspaper; Daily University 
announcements; E-mail to all library users.”

“Prepared and mailed out annual print brochures; discuss this in hundreds of information literacy sessions; tell 
users about at reference and other service points.”

“Print collection—most recently the library’s physical ‘New Book Shelf’ was featured in the electronic version 
of Library News on the Web site. E-Collections—new collection are always featured on the library Web site; 
promoted in academic departments by librarian liaisons; University Librarian featured interview in campus daily 
electronic news on ‘Google and the Open Content Alliance.’”

“The UL Marketing Group creates two annual guides to library services and collections that are distributed widely 
on campus.”

“These activities are ongoing. For example, special exhibits of materials from our Special Collections Library often 
have presentations, lectures, or discussions associated with them, which we aggressively publicize.”

“This is a more haphazard effort that isn’t well organized but there are occasional efforts to reach the objective as 
opportunities arise.”
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“This is an ongoing activity—as new resources become available we promote them. We promote the new 
resources in the library Web site ‘new resources blog.’ New books display. RSS feeds about new books and 
databases.”

“This is an ongoing promotional activity, not a one-time activity. We approach this in several ways through 
ongoing programs such as our liaison to teaching departments headed by reference department faculty, our 
biannual newsletters, and workshops highlighting new and current collections. We also do special programming 
that may or may not be re-occurring such as our booth at the annual Louisiana Book Festival and celebrations 
such as the recent Federal Depository 100th birthday. New ideas for promotion of our collections are encouraged 
at all times. We also promote the collections through bulletins on the TV system throughout the campus and 
advertisements in campus publications.”

“We created a communications effort aimed at faculty, staff, and students (as well as current and potential 
donors) to highlight the unique and high-quality resources available to library users.”

“We promote library collections through an active exhibits schedule that has as its main priority to highlight and 
promote library collections.”

13. What audience was targeted? Check all that apply. N=37

All library users   21 57%

Faculty    18 49%

Undergraduates   18 49%

Graduates   16 43%

Staff    12 32%

Potential donors     9 24%

Other, please describe    6 16%
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All users Undergrads Grads Faculty Staff Donors Other, please describe

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Current donors, local citizens

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ The general public

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ English-speaking library community 
(i.e., libraries/ librarians in US, Canada, 
UK, Australia, New Zealand, etc).

✔ All Web site users, really

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔
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All users Undergrads Grads Faculty Staff Donors Other, please describe

✔

International students

✔ After experiencing success with the 
faculty, we’ve expanded the newsletter 
to reach graduate students as well. 
They seem to especially enjoy it.

14. For this activity, what channels has the library used to convey the promotion message? Check all 
that apply. N=37

Library channels

Library Web site     36 97%

Flyers and brochures    23 62%

Targeted e-mails     19 51%

Classroom instruction    17 46%

Posters      13 35%

Library events     11 30%

Library discussion lists      8 22%

Campus channels

Campus Newspaper articles    17 46%

Campus Portal       9 24%

Campus Calendar       9 24%

Campus Resident Halls/Dorms      8 22%

Campus Newspaper advertisements     8 22%

Faculty and student electronic discussion lists    7 19%

Campus Student Center/Dining Halls     4 11%

Course Management System      4 11%

Campus Radio       3   8%

Campus TV       2   5%

Departmental Web sites      2   5%
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Web 2.0 technologies 

Blogs      15 41%

Social networking sites      8 22%

Podcasts        4 11%

Videocasts       3   8%

Wikis        3   8%

Social bookmarking       2   5%

Virtual worlds       1   3%

Other      13 35%

Please describe other channels.

“Academic department meetings”

“Bookmarks, displays.”

“Custom messages to faculty, graduate students via their listservs.”

“Electronic message on plasma TV monitors.”

“E-newsletters, print newsletters, RSS feeds, news/press releases, and word-of-mouth promotion through public 
speaking and other outreach activities.”

“Exhibit space.”

“Individual meetings with faculty and groups of faculty.”

“Library Calendar of events lists exhibits.”

“Library newsletter for Faculty and Graduate Students.”

“Library newsletter. YouTube video.”

“Media relations effort to increase coverage in targeted outlets; targeted, semi-annual print and electronic 
newsletter.”

“Press release.”

“RSS feeds.”

15. Has the effectiveness of this activity been evaluated? N=35

Yes    9 26%

No  26 74%
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If yes, please briefly describe the evaluation method(s) used.

“All service related activities are evaluated through LibQUAL+.”

“Assessment done for individual classes via online and paper surveys.”

“Evaluation is ongoing (formal evaluation is scheduled for July 2008).”

“Focus group feedback and Web site traffic offered helpful but inconclusive analysis.”

“Large increase of use of the libraries.”

“LibQUAL+.”

“Press in various campus, local, national, and library media. The story was picked up by several wire services and 
was broadcast globally. Items appeared in publications as far away as Australia.”

“Primarily anecdotally. I receive numerous positive e-mails from faculty. I also receive questions about resources, 
which shows me that they are reading the newsletter. Also, this campaign was started after a LibQUAL+survey 
in which faculty showed dissatisfaction with library electronic resources and complained about not knowing about 
those resources. The results in those areas have improved since the introduction of the newsletter.”

“Site clicks.”

“No, except that we have stats of how many people ‘open’ the newsletter.”

“No, although as I walk through the space I always see people looking at the exhibits. I also get requests from 
people throughout the university to host exhibits.”

16. Of the channels used above, which were most effective? N=18

“Although we have not done a formal evaluation of these activities we believe the liaison program and the 
newsletter to be the most effective.”

“Campus news.”

“Campus newspaper insert; Library Web site; direct mailing.”

“Classroom instruction.” (3 responses)

“Custom, targeted e-mails.”

“E-lists, Web site, library discussion lists, campus portal.”

“Library Web site.”

“Media relations efforts/placement of articles in targeted media outlets.”

“Most feedback is received as a result of the newsletter.”

“News release distributed via news wire services.”
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“Point of need interactions and freshman 1000 course.”

“Targeted e-mail to a targeted audience.”

“Targeted e-mails to faculty.”

“Targeted e-mails; library Web site.”

“The poster and bookmarks have been well received.”

“The printed guide itself was the centerpiece of the campaign; the accompanying Web site offered greater 
flexibility in reaching other audiences.”

17. What was most challenging about this promotion effort? N=26

“As always, identifying the benefits most valued to the target audience and delivering that message in an 
appropriate medium.”

“Coming up with a way to describe the value to the user.”

“Competing with other units who are also targeting undergraduates with full-on campaigns about their campus 
offerings.”

“Condensing a large amount of information into an easily scanned format.”

“Convincing journalist that it was worth a visit to learn about surprising resources.”

“Delivering relevant information to users at point of need without significantly increasing workload of liaison 
librarians.”

“Finding the time to produce the newsletter. I also put the e-mail newsletter online, which takes some time.”

“Generating interest.”

“Getting academic departments to agree to send library messages on their listservs.”

“It is a never ending effort.”

“It is on ongoing challenge.”

“It is typically difficult to secure press coverage for displays featuring collections.”

“Just not nearly well organized enough.”

“Liaising with central Public Affairs office.”

“Only available in one location. Requires the user to come to us.”

“Production costs.”

“Reaching the entire campus community in an effective manner.”

“Removing jargon and setting the right tone.”
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“Re-purposing space for both exhibits and presentations.”

“So many new resources to promote.”

“Sometimes turnout for walk-in classes is low; hard to assess impact of channels used.”

“The effort of disseminating it.”

“This effort was led by a task force, so that the planning, production, etc., took many months.”

“Verifying information about the new service.”

“We should have narrowed our audience more to better specifically target our message.”

“While our exhibit spaces are in prime locations for walk-through traffic, we only have three exhibit cases. As the 
quality of our exhibits has risen, so has demand and with only three cases, it’s hard to meet that demand.”

Awareness of Reference Assistance and Specialized Support Services

18. Briefly describe the activity that was undertaken to reach this objective. Was a tagline or slogan 
developed for this campaign? N=30

Yes  15 50%

No  15 50%

Developed a Tagline or Slogan

“Ask Us!”

“A plan with many steps to promote reference services was derived. ‘Ask a Librarian.’”

“A year-long outreach campaign was developed to showcase lesser known services for students. Each month a 
different service is highlighted using a variety of communication vehicles. ‘You’re @ the Library.’”

“Ask A Question: promotional table tent, signs, slide on PowerPoint slide show (running in Reference area), on 
What’s New section of Libraries Web site, E-news announcement to faculty, staff, and students. Name of the 
Service: ‘Ask a Question.’”

“Cameron Library Help: a chat service where users in the library building could approach staff via chat, who 
would then physically come to where the user was in the building and provide assistance at that location. ‘In 
Cameron? Need help? We’re here!’”

“Classroom instruction, consultations, library events featuring assistance with database or software, posters, 
meetings with faculty members. ‘ASK for research help.’”

“Eckles: engaged in a three week coordinated campaign to promote the academic services available in the 
building. As part of this campaign, Eckles purchased custom fortune cookies containing specialized messages 
highlighting these services. The cookies were part of a display within the library, and posters throughout the Mt. 
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Vernon campus. Gelman: For our summer new student orientations, we created materials for dispersement to the 
new students and their families. Beyond printed materials, we bought pens, magnets, and bookmarks. All were 
focused on the theme of ‘We Know Stuff.’ Eckles: ‘Don’t leave your grades to fortune.’ Gelman: ‘We Know Stuff.’”

“Marketing strategy/program: Video and coordinated signage campaign: ‘Save Time...Ask a Librarian.’ Video runs 
sporadically on plasma screen TVs in several library units, and the video appears on Libraries Web site, campus 
portal, and YouTube. Signage appears throughout Arts & Sciences Libraries, in Student Union. Ads in campus 
student newspaper for Instant Librarian service (3 ads each semester). Table top tents in study and computer 
areas also advertise Instant Librarian on one side and Web site on the other. Series of brief one-question surveys 
about specific services/resources appearing on Libraries Web site. UB Libraries sites on Second Life, Facebook, 
YouTube. ‘Save Time...Ask a Librarian.’”

“One example: Campaign to increase awareness/use by students, especially undergraduates, of instant 
messaging service. ‘IM a librarian.’”

“Promotion of reference and instruction initiated efforts to develop a branding campaign for the library. ‘Connect 
for Success.’”

“Recently a new pilot project, reference via text messaging, was launched. The Head of Reference and her task 
force requested that Design Services design a graphic for the Web page advertising the new service. This design 
was placed in a ‘spotlight’ place on the homepage and within the regular Web pages describing reference 
services. ‘TXT a Librarian @ UCI.’”

“Roaming Librarian initiative: Our reference department instituted the Roaming Librarian. A reference librarian 
would set up a laptop in the student center on campus for a several hours a few times a week to answer reference 
and general library questions from students. This was undertaken both as a service to students but also as an 
opportunity to promote our reference and consultation services. ‘The Roaming Librarian: We wander where you 
wonder.’”

“Several initiatives, concentrating on orientation/early term periods, including: library participation in orientation 
programs for new students/faculty; highlight reference services during integrated classroom instruction periods 
(targeting large first-year classes); postcard campaign (with iPod draw) for graduate students. ‘Helping you 
navigate the world of ideas.’ (undergraduates) ‘Save time — consult a librarian.’ (graduate students & faculty)”

“Signs within library buildings, student union, student dorms. ‘Extreme Research: a survival guide.’”

“We hosted an open house at the beginning of the academic year. As part of that we created posters encouraging 
faculty members and students to meet their subject librarians. The poster featured individual photos of all subject 
librarians, along with a listing of their subject areas. In addition, we created a handout explaining a top-ten of the 
services we can provide. ‘Save your time; ask us!’”

Did Not Develop a Tagline or Slogan

“A variety of promotional formats are used to spread the word to students and faculty.”

“Ask a Librarian promotion campaign: Prominently placed on Web site(s), bookmarks created, featured in library 
blogs, posted on Facebook pages.”

“Designed a new booklet and associated Web site to introduce new undergrads to the library.”
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“Fall program targeted at students to introduce them to library resources and services.”

“Focused effort to promote annual undergraduate research award. A comprehensive promotional campaign was 
undertaken to raise awareness and encourage participation. The Dean of the College and University Librarian 
urged faculty to encourage students to apply. Other efforts have targeted students directly.”

“In process, promotion is being developed. Current promotion includes in-house displays and signs.”

“Largely promoted by liaison (reference) librarian visits to faculty and their departments.”

“New signage/posters, Flyers.”

“Posters around the libraries; Library news box (on home page); newsletter content; list-servs; campus news.”

“Sponsored events to make students and others aware of library services such as reference, media assistance, and 
various other groups within the library. Added attractive signage to advertise various services.”

“The Class Librarian Program, a liaison program for undergraduates, was established in 2002 to increase 
awareness of library services and resources by establishing a relationship between undergraduates and specific 
librarians throughout their four years in the College. Each class (e.g., Class of 2010) is assigned a specific librarian 
who is available to answer questions, address concerns, and connect them with all Library resources. The Class 
Librarian promotes Library resources and services through college mailings, quarterly e-mails, special events (such 
as study breaks and workshops), and a customized Web site that includes links to resources, current library news, 
and research tips. The Class Librarians are also available to meet with students to provide one-on-one instruction 
and reference assistance.”

“We have established a weekly library presence in one of the residence halls on campus. Each Monday and 
Tuesday night, a reference librarian is available until 11pm to answer questions. We bring our laptop and offer free 
hi-liters and candy.”

“We promote everything in the library using the same communications tools listed below. Each new promotional 
effort for collections, services, events, etc. uses those tools. We have many different promotional campaigns 
underway at any given time and we use the set of tools available to carry them out.”

19. What audience was targeted? Check all that apply. N=30

All library users     8 27%

Undergraduates   26 87%

Graduates   19 63%

Faculty    15 50%

Staff      5 17%

Potential donors     2   7%

Other, please describe    2   7%
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All users Undergrads Grads Faculty Staff Donors Other, please describe

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ Focusing on Undergraduates but 
reaching all users.

✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔ Parents

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔
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20. For this activity, what channels has the library used to convey the promotion message? Check all 
that apply. N=30

Library channels

Library Web site     25 83%

Flyers and brochures    23 77%

Posters      22 73%

Targeted e-mails     16 53%

Classroom instruction    16 53%

Library events     11 37%

Library discussion lists      8 27%

Campus channels

Campus Resident Halls/Dorms      9 30%

Campus Newspaper advertisements     8 27%

Campus Calendar       8 27%

Campus Newspaper articles      7 23%

Campus Portal       6 20%

Campus Student Center/Dining Halls     5 17%

Campus TV       3 10%

Campus Radio       3 10%

Faculty and student electronic discussion lists    3 10%

Course Management System      2   7%

Departmental Web sites      2   7%

Web 2.0 technologies 

Blogs      11 37%

Social networking sites    11 37%

Wikis        3 10%

Social bookmarking       3 10%

Videocasts       2   7%

Podcasts        1   3%
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Virtual worlds       1   3%

Other      11 37%

Please describe other channels.

“A joint initiative with the Columbia Center for New Media Teaching & Learning to pair reference librarians with 
Educational Technologists (from CCNMTL) to reach out to faculty together. Both organizations divide their staff 
by subject area. The Libraries has also co-hosted a luncheon for new faculty. Reference librarians work with each 
department to integrate the library into orientations for new students. LCD panels in three of the libraries highlight 
reference services, among other resources and services.”

“Ads in the campus buses, slides on flat screens (there are four) in the libraries, Facebook ads, URL on mouse 
pads.”

“Ads on campus buses.”

“Bookmarks.”

“Digital Information Network: video screens broadcasting content across campus & residences; Word of mouth 
marketing: equip key influencers (faculty, TAs & residence dons) to promote library services.”

“Direct information shared in deans’ meetings.”

“Orientation mailings (letters are sent to incoming students before they arrive on campus), promotional items 
(bookmarks), and meetings with administrators.”

“Partnership with Admissions office.”

“Personal contact.”

“Podcasts are planned. We also use a student e-newsletter and donor publications to promote and fundraise for 
our services.”

“We use a monthly e-newsletter to encourage faculty to tell students about the featured service. We used 
A-frame ads at campus bus stops, and a continuous loop slideshow in library’s cafe.”

21. Has the effectiveness of this activity been evaluated? N=30

Yes    8 27%

No  22 73%

If yes, please briefly describe the evaluation method(s) used.

“After the first award was given, staff met to refine the campaign for the second year.”

“Comparison of IM statistics for periods before and after campaign.”

“Demand for classes and consultations is high.”
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“E-mail surveys to graduating seniors and LibQUAL+® survey.”

“First-year student focus group to collect qualitative feedback on visual design elements & efficacy of messaging.”

“Online surveys of Instant Librarian users. Traffic/use patterns of Instant Librarian. Results of brief surveys on Web 
site.”

“Statistics and focus group feedback.”

“The campaign is still in process so evaluation is not complete at this time. We plan to compare use stats for 
similar months in previous years.”

22. Of the channels used above, which were most effective? N=17

“All of the above.”

“Bookmarks.”

“Centre for Support of Teaching list-serv.”

“Classroom presentations.”

“Flyers in campus mailboxes.”

“Key influencers (dons & profs) are very important. Brief overview of available reference services presented during 
course-integrated library instruction can be effective.”

“Large posters.”

“Libraries Web site.”

“Libraries Web site; posters (signage).”

“Library Web site and classroom instruction.”

“Not sure.”

“Partnership with admissions office.”

“Placement of posters in student dormitories.”

“Posting to the libraries’ Web site.”

“Targeted e-mails, Library events, and bookmarks.”

“We have received the most positive feedback about the A-Frames at the bus stops.”

“Web site.”
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23. What was most challenging about this promotion effort? N=23

“Again, getting out the word to a large university community.”

“Choosing venues for advertising.”

“Competition for student attention.”

“Constant maintenance.”

“Cost.”

“Creating a message that indicates the ability to send a text message. Since the graphic has a phone number, 
people are calling the number rather than texting.”

“Deciding which methods are potentially most effective.”

“Design elements for posters.”

“Developing the design and content.”

“Distilling library messaging to a single, clear message that can be successfully delivered during busy orientation 
period and later recalled by targeted audiences. (Value in sustained messaging.)”

“Establishing a regular, reliable presence and getting students to feel comfortable approaching us for help.”

“Evaluation and Assessment. Buy in from the staff.”

“Generating interest.”

“Getting submissions from students.”

“Getting the attention of the audience.”

“Having 23 departmental libraries on campus, consistency in promotional efforts can be a challenge. 
(Recognizing, of course, that different methods may be more effective with particular departments or schools.)”

“Making faculty aware of the program and encouraging them to promote it to their students.”

“Paring down the librarian’s jargon to make it more understandable by the general public.”

“Production of video—keeping it very short yet appealing to undergraduates.”

“Reaching all students & faculty.”

“Reaching wider audience.”

“We were encouraging users in the library to use this service; however, if users are not in the library in the first 
place, how can we broadcast the service more widely? (We do also have an IM service for all users, regardless of 
location, however.)”

“Well this is pretty straightforward, but I guess the challenge in reaching students is that how dynamic the 
population is. Since the audience is always changing, the promotion must be continuous.”
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Awareness of Displays, Exhibits, Presentations, Lectures, or Other Events

24. Briefly describe the activity that was undertaken to reach this objective. Was a tagline or slogan 
developed for this campaign? N=29

Yes    6 21%

No  23 79%

Developed a Tagline or Slogan

“Determined uniqueness of our exhibition (i.e., largest in the country, part of international celebration); identified 
audience; collaborated with University communications department and with outside media and groups who 
were interested in the exhibition; marketed exhibition by use of banners, posters, invitations, bookmarks, 
rack cards, e-mail lists, Web sites, calendar listings, exhibition catalog, podcasting/vodcasting; established 
affiliated events (receptions, tours, lectures) to bring greater and longer-term exposure; targeted key university 
administration to speak, brought in outside academic speakers; etc. Name of exhibition was used as a tagline.”

“Most of our PR departments work falls under this category. We do a number of promotional activities based on 
the event and audience. A recent exhibit we held and promoted was our ‘Rare African Maps’ exhibit. This was 
part of the city of Chicago’s Festival of Maps. For this event, we wrote a press release, made fliers, posters, and 
posted on our Web site. In addition the festival included us on their materials and advertising. The tagline for the 
Festival of Maps was ‘You are here.’ It was not generated from the library or library staff.”

“Our last special event was the opening of a new exhibit that is also a development event. Design Services 
worked with Special Collections to mount the exhibit, develop the checklist, and a poster. Development advertised 
the event with flyers based on the Design Services graphic. E-mail was also used to advertise the event. Posters 
were placed in the Libraries’ elevator cases.”

“Promoting events, particularly the Spring Seminar Series, through postings, print and online, University Calendar, 
University newsletter, CELT (Center for Excellence in Learning and Teaching), use of online e-mail distribution lists 
(faculty/graduate students), event signs, e-Newsletter (‘Your Library’), and e-Library Web page. ‘Spring 2008 
Library Seminars.’”

“Reception for the opening of an exhibit. ‘Re-discovering Georg von Bekesey.’”

“This award-winning program engages the communities through conversations, lectures, readings, displays, 
and other activities that explore interdisciplinary issues which arise from the selected read. Copies of the book 
are distributed free to interested students, and faculty are encouraged to incorporate the book into their class 
curricula. ‘Read, Learn, Change the World.’”

Did Not Develop a Tagline or Slogan

“A wide variety of publicity formats are used to help make those on and off campus aware of these kinds of 
events in the Libraries.”

“A year-long project, funded by a grant, featured public programs related to a special collection.”



“Banners, posters, flyers, advertisements.”

“Coordinated advertising through posters, booklets, press releases, and paid ads in the student newspaper.”

“Displays, events, and presentations are regularly promoted to ensure awareness in the community and 
audience.”

“Every semester we present a wide range of public programming, employing multiple, customized tactics for 
publicizing each event.”

“Execution of Distinguished Lecture Series featuring Amy Tan.”

“Exhibition with accompanying lecture.”

“Exhibits drawn from the Libraries collections and outside resources, combined with lectures and events introduce 
a wider audience to our value as an information source. An exhibit of masterpieces of art rendered for the blind 
to touch and to help them understand what a sighted person experiences with art was a great success. Public 
presentations and a filming of it for a local TV station made many people aware of the breadth of our services.”

“Promotion activities vary depending on the event. One activity that is conducted for all events is submission 
to a network of calendars including: library online calendar, library homepage event sections, campus calendar 
(online & displayed throughout campus), residential life calendar, campus paper calendar, local newspapers 
calendars, local NPR affiliate calendar. Depending on the event and audience we may also use: e-invitations, print 
invitations, posters in the building, flyers to local libraries and bookstores, press releases, announcements at other 
events, library Web site features, university Web site features, Facebook event listings, PSAs, listserves, slideshow 
in the library cafe, articles in the library’s donor newsletter or the University’s magazine.”

“Promotion of temporary exhibitions within the Bruce Peel Special Collections Library. Promoted as exhibitions are 
up (for a duration of 3 months), with different materials for different exhibition content.”

“Regularly develop press releases for print and Web publication, distributed through University News Services. 
Releases are sent in daily e-mail distribution to campus and also appear in a weekly print newspaper, The 
Syracuse Record.”

“Series of promotional efforts throughout the year. Most follow roughly the same pattern, including: design and 
production of fliers, posters, print ads for student paper; news release/media relations; e-mails to appropriate 
campus and community constituencies; communications through Friends of the Library group (mailings, e-mail 
list, calendar, invitations, etc.).”

“Signage and publicity for each exhibit in library buildings.”

“The Libraries strategically allocated its budget toward direct, targeted publicity rather than (unaffordable) 
extensive print or outdoor advertising and took advantage of as many opportunities for free publicity as possible. 
The direct mailing included 20,000 exhibit post cards; of these, nearly 100 received exhibit posters as well. 
We installed 8 banners around the library building (outside). Thirty military reporters and feature writers were 
identified at major newspapers, radio, and television stations statewide; they were courted with invitations to the 
opening event, offers to interview the exhibit curator, and easy access to downloadable, print-ready images on a 
specially designed exhibit Web site.”
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“The library uses posters, online calendars, and press releases to the campus and local papers to promote library 
events.”

“This exhibition, drawn from the collections of the Library’s department of Manuscripts and Archives, displayed 
sketches, drawings, cartoons, watercolors, etc. and sought to demonstrate that the archives could be a place to 
appreciate and find works of art. The exhibition also placed the works of art within the context of the personal 
or family papers in which they were situated. In planning for the opening, staff from Manuscripts and Archives 
and Development and Communications consulted to plan the event, craft a focused guest list, and agree on 
publicity materials. Ads and publicity materials were later sent via targeted e-mail lists and various online campus 
publications and calendars.”

“Use a variety of promotional vehicles to create awareness among the campus community.”

“We do news releases for all these events which appear on our Web announcements and in the University’s 
campus electronic newspapers. For major exhibits in Cushing Memorial Library & Archives (rare books & special 
collections) we do specially designed print pieces and catalogs with an opening reception and media coverage.”

“We have many of the above events and use signage inside and outside the libraries, flyers, bookmarks, news 
releases to appropriate media, notices on home page, e-mails, Facebook groups, university electronic marquee 
notices, table tents on library tables, personal visits to related departments, librarians dressing up in character to 
hand out flyers outside on the lawn, banners, campus portal announcements.”

“Write and distribute news releases. Pitch to media (local and library journals). Use library system Web site 
and university Web site. Use campus portal (Pipeline). Posters, fliers, bookmarks, brochures, dancing sandwich 
boards. Listservs. Desktop advertisements. Blogs. Student Newspaper and staff e-newsletter.”

25. What audience was targeted? Check all that apply. N=29

All library users   26 90%

Potential donors   21 72%

Faculty    16 55%

Undergraduates   14 48%

Graduates   14 48%

Staff    14 48%

Other, please describe  15 52%
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All users Undergrads Grads Faculty Staff Donors Other, please describe

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Other affiliated organizations, media, 
general public

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Local community, including Santa 
Barbara City College, high schools, and 
neighboring cities

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ The targeted audience is determined by 
the event.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Community, high school students.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Local community

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Donors of materials on view; teachers/
school groups in New Haven, CT

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Example mentioned above included the 
blind.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Current donors, local citizens

✔ ✔ General public

✔ ✔

✔ ✔ These Library events are also open to the 
public and the Friends of the Library.

✔ ✔ Local community

✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔ General public

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Local community
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All users Undergrads Grads Faculty Staff Donors Other, please describe

✔ ✔ Media outlets, specifically, feature 
writers and military reporters. Other 
targets included military bases, veterans 
groups and services, ROTC detachments 
in NC, SC, and VA, civic organizations, 
retirement communities, military 
historians, public libraries, military 
museums and archives, public middle and 
high schools, and ROTC alumni.

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ Community dignitaries, e.g., consulate

26. For this activity, what channels has the library used to convey the promotion message? Check all 
that apply. N=29

Library channels

Library Web site     27 93%

Posters      25 86%

Targeted e-mails     23 79%

Flyers and brochures    23 79%

Library events     18 62%

Library discussion lists      7 24%

Classroom instruction      2   7%

Campus channels

Campus Calendar     23 79%

Campus Newspaper articles    21 72%

Campus Newspaper advertisements   13 45%

Campus Portal     11 38%

Faculty and student electronic discussion lists    8 28%

Campus Radio       8 28%

Campus TV       6 21%
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Campus Resident Halls/Dorms      6 21%

Campus Student Center/Dining Halls     5 17%

Departmental Web sites      5 17%

Course Management System      0 —

Web 2.0 technologies 

Blogs        8 28%

Social networking sites      5 17%

Podcasts        3 10%

Videocasts       1   3%

Wikis        0 —

Virtual worlds       0 —

Social bookmarking       0 —

Other      10 35%

Please describe other channels.

“Alumni magazine advertisement, Alumni e-newsletter item, Athletics publication advertisement; off-campus 
newspaper advertisements; outdoor banners; direct mailing of promotional postcard.”

“Campus news bureau, postcards to friends of the library and other campus groups.”

“Direct mail postcards and an events calendar to Friends of the Library.”

“Invitations.”

“Library and university department print publications, electronic newsletters sent to local Friends and alumni.”

“Local government television channel produced a documentary on the exhibit for the blind.”

“Promotion via the general news media as well (daily and weekly newspapers).”

“The University communications department sends weekly e-mails with news briefs to both employees and 
students. We regularly submit to this.”

“Through press releases to local news media and events calendars in the community.”

“We used newsletters, internal and external; press releases; invitations, programs, and tickets (made to be used 
as bookmarks).”
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27. Has the effectiveness of this activity been evaluated? N=28

Yes  12 43%

No  16 57%

If yes, please briefly describe the evaluation method(s) used.

“All service related activities are evaluated through LibQUAL+.”

“Attendees are sometime offered the opportunity to complete brief questionnaires about the event.”

“Had full capacity crowd at exhibition opening (larger than normal attendance), full crowd at lecture.”

“Head count of attendees at opening reception. Informal survey of attendees to find out how they heard about 
the event (most cases: targeted e-mail).”

“In general, we track attendance, monitor media.”

“Informal exit interviews with attendees.”

“Monitored media coverage closely (2 TV news spots, 5 newspaper stories/briefs, 1 NCSU home page feature). 
Visitor counts (gate count of 355,000 between October 13 and January 12).”

“Not formally evaluated, however, two seminars filled to capacity (60 participants) within 24 hours. In the past, 
it’s taken several weeks to get 20–30 participants. The use of the graduate student e-mail list is credited.”

Not formally, but outstanding responses from attendees.

“Not officially for each events or exhibit.”

“Other than to assess the number of people who attend events.”

“Our branding is now more defined, and our outreach is more consistent. We’ve seen a difference (increase) in 
the number of attendants at events.”

“Libraries received good press coverage, word of mouth appreciation from internal and external community 
members, and attendance was very high.”

“Through comments and observations.”

28. Of the channels used above, which were most effective? N=19

“A comprehensive media plan was developed and used to promote this event to the community.”

“Brochures, posters/banners, Web announcements, media coverage on campus and community, targeted e-mail 
distribution.”

“Campus news sources and e-mail.”
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“Direct mailings (postcards + events calendar).”

“Effectiveness varies by audience. For calendars, faculty often use the NPR calendar; students use are more likely 
to use the campus newspaper calendar.”

“Flyers and advertisements.”

“Flyers send to library supporters in the community.”

“Graduate student e-mail distribution list.”

“It varies with the event, audience, etc.”

“It was a mix; no one medium is effective by itself. Word of mouth often is mentioned when we ask people how 
they heard about something.”

“Mailings of postcards and posters.”

“News releases, Web site announcements, e-mails.”

“Posters, campus news notes, campus calendar.”

“Print and online campus calendar.”

“Probably the libraries Web site.”

“Targeted e-mail.”

“Targeted e-mails and discussion lists.”

“The local television airing widened the audience beyond the Libraries.”

“Varies by event.”

29. What was most challenging about this promotion effort? N=17

“Amount of staff time to design posters and associated wording.”

“Challenges were negligible.”

“Crafting messages so that our events stood out from a flood of other programs.”

“Dealing with the creation of the graphic and printed materials.”

“Each calendar has a different submission style. Online forms are quite time consuming.”

“Event logistics proved a challenge.”

“Having sufficient time to plan and implement the promotional methods; we need more coordination and 
advance planning so that we do a better job of getting out the information.”

“In general keeping exhibits streamlined and to the point.”
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“Keeping description short enough for online word limit and yet being accurate.”

“Lead time.”

“No particular challenge.”

“Promoting events/activities that may only be of interest to a limited audience but promoting them in a way that 
appeals to the masses.”

“Resources — time primarily.”

“Spreading the word to a very large campus population without a concentrated news source.”

“Staffing promotion for these events is challenging due to the increasing number of events.”

“Time needed to design and distribute publicity for a very large number of events held through the year. It is a 
workload issue.”

“We work in a very saturated environment. Lots of competition for time and attention of university community, 
public, media, etc.”

Fundraising or Development Initiatives

30. Briefly describe the activity that was undertaken to reach this objective. Was a tagline or slogan 
developed for this campaign? N=17

Yes    7 41%

No  10 59%

Developed a Tagline or Slogan

“Friends Newsletter: Widened the audience receiving the newsletter to include past donors and others. Each issue 
has its own slogan and focus.”

“Increasing awareness of Library needs and naming opportunities. Several glossy publications have produced, 
even placed in Alumni magazine, touting gifting opportunities. ‘Embracing the Future.’”

“Slogans are not library specific. During a development campaign that is overseen by the University system as a 
whole.”

“The Library is planning a major building expansion for which a significant fundraising goal has been set. To 
broaden understanding about the project needs, the University Librarian, a trustee, the senior vice president of 
University Resources and the director of development for the Library recently addressed a group of 50 fundraisers 
for the University. The goal was to provide these top-level professionals, who have international contact with 
a broad range of University alumni and donors, with information about the Library’s project so that they can 
assist in the identification of donor prospects. Since that presentation, attendees have requested three things: (1) 
quarterly meetings about the project so that they can be updated regularly and therefore, be better equipped to 
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discuss the project with prospects; (2) online information about the project and (3) near-term, scheduled tours 
of the Library. While these recommendations were made within the context of the capital project, this provides 
opportunities to share more information about Library’s role in the quality of student life and its contributions to 
scholarship, research and learning at this institution. At this time, there is an informal tagline that accompanies 
the case for support: ‘The University Library Building: Collect, Preserve and Conserve.’ Specifically, the above-
mentioned presentation was entitled ‘Expanding a Great Library for a Great University.’”

 “We kicked off the campaign by having a gala (The Carousel of Knowledge) that was held during the day; 
this set the stage to involve the entire campus community. In 2006/07, we held two events: a) a fall brick 
installation and reception to encourage support of the grassroots ‘Buy a Brick’ fund-raising campaign; and 
b) a spring reception to thank donors who gave to the East Wing renovation, one of the most prominent 
campaign objectives. The campaign included three special inserts in the Friends’ publication, one on the goals 
of the campaign, one on supporting the exhibits program, and one on grassroots giving opportunities (bricks, 
bookplates, incubator endowments). We also advertised in the basketball programs for the ‘Buy a brick’ 
campaign. ‘Achieve: A Truly Great Library Within Our Grasp.’”

“Web site development for both Friends group and for Giving through the Foundation; regularly published 
newsletters for the Friends and local donors; an annual magazine distributed to 10,000 donors across the 
country; membership brochure; donor events, programming, lectures. Within this broad activity, we also pursue 
smaller initiatives associated with specific goals. ‘A gift to the libraries is a gift to the entire university.’”

“1) 2 x yearly newsletter, also mounted online. 2) 2 to 4 x yearly advisory board newsletter. 3) Donor events 
and receptions—exhibits, lectures, films, co-hosted a civil war museum reception in Harrisburg. 4) Created an 
online alumni library; Refreshed every 2 months with new features, advertised in main alumni publication and 
via releases. 5) Bookmark series with highlights of Football Coach Joe Paterno’s career, a benefactor of the 
Libraries--offered a bonus untrimmed collector’s sheet plus gave away single copies. ‘The Library: The Heart of the 
University.’”

Did Not Develop a Tagline or Slogan

“Annual fundraising dinner, supported by publications.”

“Anniversary celebration of one of our library buildings. Celebration evening with invited guests.”

“Creating a Case Statement brochure and re-designing the library giving Web site.”

“Development officers in library administration work in tandem with the communications director to promote the 
library among donors and potential donors. In addition to the development officers’ direct contact with donors, 
we use Building Knowledge, the library’s donor publication, to keep donors apprised of the library’s successes. 
The communication director produces Building Knowledge.”

“Hired a development director who establishes fund raising goals based on priorities of the library; works closely 
with University Librarian and university development directors; identifies and cultivates prospects; etc.”

“Just completed major campaign as part of university-wide development campaign.”

“Promoting fundraising events.”
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“Targeted e-mails classroom instruction library Web site spotlights & bulletins events exhibits mailings other donor 
presentations.”

“The Libraries developed a communications plan with specific goals and key messages to achieve this objective.”

31. What audience was targeted? Check all that apply. N=17

All library users     3 18%

Undergraduates     5 29%

Graduates     4 24%

Faculty    10 59%

Staff      9 53%

Potential donors   16 94%

Other, please describe    8 47%

All users Undergrads Grads Faculty Staff Donors Other, please describe

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Known donors/friends of the library

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ Note: potential donors were the top 
audience. Other audiences included 
University officials and government 
officials, since Penn State receives 
funding as a state-related school.

✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ Previous donors, VIP’s and dignitaries

Development and alumni relations 
staff. Information provided to them 
can be shared with alumni donors and 
prospects.

✔ ✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔ ✔
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All users Undergrads Grads Faculty Staff Donors Other, please describe

✔ ✔ ✔ Campus and university administrators, 
state legislators, local/regional/
national businesses

✔ Campus development staff

✔ Past Donors

✔

✔ ✔ University administrators

32. For this activity, what channels has the library used to convey the promotion message? Check all 
that apply. N=16

Library channels

Library Web site    12 75%

Library events    12 75%

Flyers and brochures   10 63%

Targeted e-mails      9 56%

Posters       6 38%

Library discussion lists     1   6%

Classroom instruction     0 —

Campus channels

Campus Newspaper articles     7 44%

Campus Calendar      4 25%

Campus Radio      2 13%

Campus Newspaper advertisements    2 13%

Campus Portal      2 13%

Campus TV      1   6%

Campus Resident Halls/Dorms     0 —

Campus Student Center/Dining Halls    0 —

Course Management System     0 —
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Departmental Web sites     0 —

Faculty and student electronic discussion lists   0 —

Web 2.0 technologies 

Podcasts       1   6%

Videocasts      1   6%

Social networking sites     1   6%

Blogs       0 —

Wikis       0 —

Virtual worlds      0 —

Social bookmarking      0 —

Other     13 81%

Please describe other channels.

“As this fundraising effort gains momentum, more of the channels listed above will be used, i.e., Library Web site, 
flyers and brochures, small library events for top level prospects and donors, campus newspaper.”

“Building Knowledge, see above.”

“Development officer/dean contacts with potential donors.”

“Exhibits, READ poster series.”

“Invitations, advance notice via letter, and in Friends newsletter.”

“Local media: newspapers, television.”

“Mailing post card save-the-date, invitations, with return envelopes. Friends of the Library newsletter promotion. 
Phone solicitation. Word of mouth through Friends of the Library members and their friends/families.”

“Mail-outs.”

“Media relations effort to increase coverage in targeted outlets; targeted, semi-annual print and electronic 
newsletter.”

“Personal meetings, interactions.”

“Press releases, library publications, booths at athletic events, Athletics and Alumni Association publications.”

“Print publications (Friends newsletter and other mailings). Work of library and campus development office.”

“Talking papers targeting needs; personal contact.”
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33. Has the effectiveness of this activity been evaluated? N=15

Yes  8 53%

No  7 47%

If yes, please briefly describe the evaluation method(s) used.

“Attendance numbers, money raised.”

“Campaign goals exceeded.”

“Evaluation is ongoing (the strategic communications plan will be formally evaluated in July 2008). Early markers 
of success include increased event attendance and increased giving rates.”

“Fundraising targets are development and success of the campaign is measured against success meeting those 
targets on a university level.”

“Interest from donors.”

“Not formally per se, but e-mails and other communications have indicated a positive response. The bookmark 
series raised money and contributions in general are good.”

“The measurement, of course, for any such development promotion is tied to giving.”

“We produce semi-monthly campaign reports.”

34. Of the channels used above, which were most effective? N=13

“Again, a combination of approaches is what makes an effective communications campaign.”

“Because the campaign is still in process, this information is not yet available. Evaluation will be conducted when 
the campaign is complete.”

“Brochures.” (2responses)

“It’s a building of interest over time, hard to tease out one component.”

“Magazine.”

“Mailing invitations.”

“Mail-outs - donations received.”

“Media relations/expanded media coverage. During the 2007 calendar year, the Libraries saw 150 incidences of 
positive media coverage in targeted outlets--a tremendous increase over previous years.”

“Personal contact to promote library needs.”

“Print invitations.”
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“Probably personal contacts.”

“Unknown, director is new.”

35. What was most challenging about this promotion effort? N=14

“All development activities must be sanctioned by the university.”

“Because the campaign is still in process, this information is not yet available. Evaluation will be conducted when 
the campaign is complete.”

“Cost of producing additional newsletter to reach more people.”

“Determining the right message.”

“Developing a strong desire in the contact to want to donate to the libraries.”

“Distribution/list management.”

“Gaining the support of librarians—prior to this year, development had not been a majority priority.”

“Giving a new tradition time to build; it is now a highlight of the year for our donors and friends.”

“It’s part of a larger, university-wide campaign.”

“Keeping information simple yet exciting and getting it out in a timely manner.”

“Keeping the message interesting over the course of a long campaign.”

“Lead time.”

“New director of development.”

“Shear volume of work and the resources needed to do it well.”

To Describe the Library’s Value to the Organization (Branding Campaign)

36. Briefly describe the activity that was undertaken to reach this objective. Was a tagline or slogan 
developed for this campaign? N=17

Yes  9 53%

No  8 47%

Developed a Tagline or Slogan

“Efforts have been made to refine the library’s logo and to develop a tagline to promote the library and its 
services. ‘Connect for Success.’”
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“Libraries Marketing Office integrated a new brand and brand promise across the libraries and the university 
campus. We promoted brand standards, graphics, templates and branded promotional pieces (e.g. Strategic Plan 
brochure), giveaways as well as the Web site. ‘Access. Knowledge. Success.’”

“Press releases were created for the university’s news resources to raise awareness of awards, events, and new 
resources in the library. ‘Be Brilliant!’”

“Promote the Artbrary—a collection of student, faculty and staff artwork from the FSU community. We were 
busy with the posting of flyers and posters around campus, Passing out flyers, articles in the Toilet Times, 
information on the Webpage, e-mail announcements, and article write-ups in the newspaper, promoted through 
our Web site, Facebook and MySpace, advertising on library PC wallpaper and mouse pads, etc. ‘Artbrary- a 
collection of student, faculty and staff art.’”

“Since June 2006, we have undergone a branding initiative with a standing group of key influencers from 
across the Library, with outside support. In late 2006, the Library’s Executive Committee approved the broad 
messaging architecture for the ‘editorial’ phase. Over the next several months, key materials were developed, 
staff were briefed and trained, and an intranet site was built as a branding clearinghouse. A parallel process was 
begun for the Library’s visual identity. That has culminated in the selection of a new logo and agreement by the 
Executive Committee on broad guidance. The final phase over the coming weeks/months will be the development 
of a detailed guidance document and delivery of finish art files, followed by initial internal awareness and 
implementation. An adjunct to the branding initiative is our effort in 2008 to ‘re-launch” the Library of Congress, 
with our New Visitors Experience as a centerpiece. The creative campaign has developed the tagline: ‘Explore. 
Discover. Be inspired.’”

“The goal of this campaign is to introduce freshmen and transfer students to core library services and the 
personality of the library staff/faculty as helpful and friendly and the library as the information source of choice 
on campus. The Library took an active role participating and planning in the University-wide welcome event for 
freshmen and transfer students. The theme of the promotional effort was ‘Get Connected’ and activities involved 
hosting a themed booth during a street fair with activities and giveaways aimed at introducing students to each 
other and the library. For example, students were asked to ‘Connect with New Friends.’ During this activity 
students posed for pictures. The pictures were then printed as postcards and hung up for the first week of classes 
at library service points. Students were invited to “Find Your Face” and pick up their photos and therefore take a 
self-guided tour of the library. Activities also involved registering their library pin to win an iPod with pre-loaded 
‘how to use the library’ podcasts. Students also received doorhangers explaining library services they can access 
remotely from dorms. Students were also invited to take part in making a video time capsule and therefore 
introduced to the University Archive. ‘Get Connected to A World of Knowledge.’”

“The nineteen libraries that collectively form the University Library had, until recently, separate logos, different 
formats for their Web pages, etc. Approximately one year ago, we adopted a common logo, the ‘MLibrary’ logo 
that now appears on all University Library Web pages, we created an MLibrary pin which staff wear proudly at 
various events, adopted standardized business stationery, and created a folder of informative handbills about 
each library with the common branding on each flyer in the set. ‘content, access, expertise.’”

“The promotion campaign for the new building: The Irving K. Barber Learning Centre. Phase 2 (final phase) is to 
open officially April 11, 2008. The branding refers primarily to the new vision of the building and its mission. ‘The 
Irving K. Barber Learning Centre: Supporting lifelong learning and research at UBC, throughout the province and 
beyond.’”
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“We offer free coffee at the library during Midterms, Dead Week, and Finals (Dead Week is the week before 
finals during which no classes are held. It is typically a time when the library is full of students). The campaign 
encourages students to bring their own coffee mugs, in the interest of sustainability and environmental 
awareness. The campaign was partially funded by UCSB’s Associated Students association. ‘Bring Your Own 
Cup!’”

Did Not Develop a Tagline or Slogan

“A giveaway is provided by the Library in the alumni-sponsored during homecoming.”

“A targeted campaign of specific goals and key messages was developed to increase awareness of the 
libraries’ impact to campus, the community and the state. This effort focused on decision makers like campus 
administrators, members of the legislature and taxpayers as they play an important role in ensuring the success 
of the Libraries. Whether they are making line-item budget decisions for the coming year or advocating on behalf 
of the entire campus during a legislative session, there is a clear benefit to keeping this group of stakeholders 
apprised of our successes and goals.”

“Activity in progress: rebranding of liaison librarian services to campus, focusing on impact and benefits of our 
services, rather than just a detailing of what we offer. We hope to have faculty / student ‘testimonials’ that will 
speak to the benefits and impact, rather than having librarians write the copy.”

“An update report was published that focused on the Library’s role in assisting the University meet its 6th decade 
goals. The report highlighted our role in supporting research at UW.”

“For Resident Advisor Orientation, we purchased branded dry erase pads for RAs to distribute dorm residents to 
attach to their doors to leave messages for each other. The pads included our name, logo, and URL.”

“New student fee for library services prompted awareness campaign about library services. The library developed 
an ad campaign, posters and labeling of equipment (purchased by student fees).”

“Relationship building as part of the university management team in legislative liaison work. Public news stories 
about the impact of the libraries and their participation in the Wisconsin Idea concept that the university’s borders 
are that of the entire state.”

“We did a survey of undergraduate perceptions of the libraries and librarians. We have not completed this 
promotional effort yet.”

37. What audience was targeted? Check all that apply. N=16

All library users   8 50%

Undergraduates   8 50%

Potential donors   5 31%

Faculty    5 31%
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Graduates   4 25%

Staff    4 25%

Other, please describe  8 50%

All users Undergrads Grads Faculty Staff Donors Other, please describe

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Legislators, administrators, peer 
institutions; community, prospective 
employees.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ The British Columbia community and the 
global community

✔ ✔

✔ University administration

✔ Especially geared toward students, 
although anyone is welcome to the free 
coffee.

✔ ✔

✔ ✔ Congress, tourism/travel industry, general 
public/tourists, public library community. 
Additional outreach will follow to school 
libraries, research libraries, etc. in 2008.

✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔ ✔ Key personnel within the University as 
well as current donors including parents 
of UW students.

✔ University administrators, state 
legislature, taxpayers

Taxpayers
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38. For this activity, what channels has the library used to convey the promotion message? Check all 
that apply. N=17

Library channels

Library Web site     13 77%

Flyers and brochures    13 77%

Targeted e-mails     10 59%

Library events       8 47%

Posters        7 41%

Classroom instruction      5 29%

Library discussion lists      3 18%

Campus channels

Campus Newspaper articles      8 47%

Campus Newspaper advertisements     4 24%

Campus Calendar       4 24%

Campus Resident Halls/Dorms      4 24%

Campus TV       2 12%

Campus Radio       2 12%

Campus Portal       2 12%

Campus Student Center/Dining Halls     2 12%

Course Management System      1   6%

Departmental Web sites      1   6%

Faculty and student electronic discussion lists    1   6%

Web 2.0 technologies 

Blogs        6 35%

Podcasts        1   6%

Videocasts       2 12%

Wikis        1   6%

Social networking sites      6 35%

Virtual worlds       1   6%
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Social bookmarking       0 —

Other        7 41%

Please describe other channels.

“Book bags, book marks.”

“Giveaway (which this year was internally produced notecards with a special university legacy logo.”

“Labels on equipment, purchased with student fee funds, that acknowledged the source.”

“Libraries internal and external newsletters; Strategic Plan brochure, staff training.”

“Local media.”

“Media relations effort to increase coverage in targeted outlets; targeted, semi-annual print and electronic 
newsletter.”

“Our media focus is on the national and DC levels, so the term ‘campus’ doesn’t pertain as much to us. We 
are rolling out a coordinated campaign that involves paid ads (primarily transit, but also some print and trade 
publications and local radio), outreach to third parties (travel/tourism industry), creation of an online ‘microsite’ 
and online pressroom, a direct outreach campaign to libraries (details TBA), congressional engagement, and event 
planning.”

39. Has the effectiveness of this activity been evaluated? N=15

Yes    5 33%

No  10 67%

If yes, please briefly describe the evaluation method(s) used.

“Again, the impact of tax support for the university is a direct measure.”

“Feedback from internal committees and external sources such as readers of publications has been received by 
marketing.”

“Feedback from student governing body indicated awareness of libraries’ use of student fee funds.”

“Formal evaluation will occur in July 2008.”

“Only informally, by means of a notepad on our coffee table (which generated comments such as ‘I [heart] you 
giver of caffeine! Awesome!!!!’). We also have a suggestion box nearby.”
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40. Of the channels used above, which were most effective? N=10

“Brochures and newsletters were most effective for public; e-mails were most effective for internal customers 
such as libraries and staff.”

“Campus newspaper.”

“Event.”

“I would imagine that the university newspaper articles were most effective.”

“Media relations/coverage in campus and other targeted media outlets.”

“Notepad for comments. Students are very comfortable giving feedback this way.”

“Targeted e-mail and flyers.”

“TBD.”

“This was all about educating Resident Advisors about library services, so they could refer students to the 
Libraries for assistance. Students are using the pads on their dorm doors. We have no idea if this actually has 
increased usage of library services.”

“Webcasts, newspaper ads, library events, advertising, campus portal.”

41. What was most challenging about this promotion effort? N=10

“Choosing language to correctly communicate the message clearly: student fees = enhanced library services that 
students care about.”

“Communicating the need for budget increases/illustrating the high costs associated with resources/services.”

“Delay in opening day (construction delays). Reaching the widest possible audience.”

“Funding (through private sources), and coordination of many diverse areas and strategies involving multiple staff 
and contractors.”

“Lack of communications vehicles to reach university administration.”

“The comprehensive nature of the roll out and getting system-wide buy-in proved to be a challenge.”

“The logistics of making 600+ cups of coffee a night.”

“This was not challenging.”

“Time of the semester the advertising campaign was held- first of the semester.”

“To find a giveaway that is reasonable in cost but also has some value.”
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Awareness of Special or Targeted Collections

42. Briefly describe the activity that was undertaken to reach this objective. Was a tagline or slogan 
developed for this campaign? N=11

Yes  6 55%

No  5 45%

Developed a Tagline or Slogan

“A general awareness campaign geared to the academic community distilled the primary messages from 
our marketing communications plan as follows: We deliver brainpower. (Expert librarians) We deliver 24/7. 
(Trustworthy online sources all day, everyday.) We deliver choices. (Libraries all over campus.) We deliver to 
everyone. (All academic disciplines.) We deliver information. (World-class collections, print or pixels.) ‘We 
deliver.’”

“Exhibition and opening reception. ‘Jean Charlot and the Way of the Cross.’”

“Glossy print newsletter, library events, tailgate picnics, white glove dinners, visits with potential donors. ‘Engage, 
Enlighten, Enrich.’”

“Publicizing/advertising three connected collections/database: the George Kelley Paperback and Pulp Fiction 
Collection; a digital collection of cover art from the Kelley Collection; and an online interactive database created 
by the Libraries on crime fiction (based on the Kelley Collection): ‘Gumshoes, Sleuths, and Snoopers.’ The 
marketing campaign: Production of a series of magnets featuring cover art from detective fiction and science 
fiction in the Kelley Collection. Magnets are NUMBERED and have become collectors items. Three magnets have 
been produced to date. Magnets and flyers distributed at academic conferences, and in appropriate classes at 
UB, as well as to appropriate faculty. Presentations at academic conferences based on the Kelley Collection, the 
digital cover art collection located in UBdigit, and the ‘Gumshoes, Sleuths, and Snoopers’ research database. 
Newspaper articles about the Collection, database, and digital collection, and the donor in campus and local 
area newspapers and magazines. T-shirt featuring Kelley Collection cover when a book from the Kelley Collection 
became a milestone entry in OCLC. Also held reception. Web sites for the Kelley Collection, the digital cover art 
collection, and the ‘Gumshoes, Sleuths, and Snoopers’ database. Exhibits of Kelley Collection materials. Local area 
television feature interviews. ‘Gumshoes, Sleuths, and Snoopers.’”

“UBC Library Vault: Unlock the Treasures (images and stories from special collections) Web site and promotion 
campaign (brochure) to serve as a gateway to the fascinating materials that reside within the nooks and crannies 
of the Library. To create a community of engaged and excited users. In addition, the site contains an array of 
distinctive gifts based on Vault images (e.g., card sets, prints, etc.) ‘Unlock the treasures.’”

“We are beginning a project with the LSU Press this year. We will launch a book series through the press that 
focuses on books written from the research materials in the LSU Libraries Special Collections. ‘Hill Collection 
Series, LSU Libraries, LSU Press.’”
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Did Not Develop a Tagline or Slogan

“A campus-wide committee, convened by the library, developed a month-long series of programs to recognize the 
importance of archives and special collections. The first year this celebration focused on state-related materials; 
the second year it focused on film.”

“A publicity campaign was undertaken to promote the acquisition of ‘Le Roman de la Rose,’ an illuminated 
14-century manuscript that is now one of the highlights of the University of Chicago Library’s collection of early 
manuscripts. The acquisition was publicized to audiences within and outside the University, through a press kit, a 
media relations effort, a Web site, an exhibition, an exhibition opening that was open to the public, and a private 
open house for interested faculty, students and staff from relevant departments. Fundraising appeals and follow-
up communications were also made to the Library Visiting Committee and other targeted donors.”

“A special event was organized to promote a newly added collection to an existing archival collection.”

“Our goal is for special collections material to be used for publication.”

“The library, in partnership with the School of Design & Visual Art, inaugurated a new ‘modern graphic history 
library’ that acquires and preserves distinguished works of modern illustration and pictorial graphic culture.”

43. What audience was targeted? Check all that apply. N=11

All library users   9 82%

Potential donors   6 55%

Graduates   6 55%

Faculty    6 55%

Undergraduates   5 45%

Staff    5 45%

Other, please describe  5 45%

All users Undergrads Grads Faculty Staff Donors Other, please describe

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Alumni, wider community

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ General public

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Academics, others interested in pulp 
fiction/pop culture, including researchers, 
writers, fans

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔
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All users Undergrads Grads Faculty Staff Donors Other, please describe

✔

✔ ✔ Chicago mass media, Chicagoans and 
University of Chicago alumni

✔ This celebration also targeted community 
members not necessarily associated with 
the university.

✔

✔ ✔

✔

44. For this activity, what channels has the library used to convey the promotion message? Check all 
that apply. N=11

Library channels

Library Web site     11 100%

Library events     10  91%

Flyers and brochures    10  91%

Posters        9  82%

Targeted e-mails       7  64%

Classroom instruction      3  27%

Library discussion lists      2  18%

Campus channels

Campus Newspaper articles      9 82%

Campus Calendar       4 36%

Campus Portal       3 27%

Campus Radio       2 18%

Campus Newspaper advertisements     2 18%

Campus TV       1   9%

Course Management System      1   9%

Departmental Web sites      1   9%

Campus Resident Halls/Dorms      0 —
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Campus Student Center/Dining Halls     0 —

Faculty and student electronic discussion lists    0 —

Web 2.0 technologies 

Blogs        4 36%

Social networking sites      1 18%

Podcasts        0 —

Videocasts       0 —

Wikis        0 —

Virtual worlds       0 —

Social bookmarking       0 —

Other        6 55%

Please describe other channels.

“Exhibition announcements.”

“Exhibition guide, press release, pitching story to the media, fundraising appeals, visiting committee 
presentations.”

“Magnets - 4.5” x 4/5”. Exhibits. Academic discipline discussion lists (national/international). T-shirt with pulp 
cover image.”

“Mail-outs.”

“The cover story of the Libraries’ magazine focused on the Modern Graphic History Library. Most importantly 
there were two major exhibitions, one in a gallery of the campus museum and another in the library, showing off 
items from the collection. In addition, a fine catalog was published and has been available without charge.”

“The tagline and accompanying logo were used to unify library communications of many types, from online 
newsletters and annual reports to mouse pads and rub-on tattoos.”

45. Has the effectiveness of this activity been evaluated? N=10

Yes  5 50%

No  5 50%

If yes, please briefly describe the evaluation method(s) used.

“Attendance at events.”
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“Attendance at the opening of the two exhibitions was exceptionally high, probably the highest of any exhibition 
we’ve hosted. We have had positive feedback to our magazine article and exhibition catalog.”

“Hits to Kelley Web site, ‘Gumshoes, Sleuths & Snoopers’ database, UBdigit Kelley cover art collection. Research 
inquiries received regarding the collection, digital collection, and database. Visits by researchers using Kelley 
collection, digital collection, and research database. Resultant publications from research we know about. 
Attendance at and comments from conference presentations.”

“Pledges to the Special Collections Building campaign.”

“The campaign and its evaluation are still underway. Thus far, attendance and informal feedback from attendees 
at events have been monitored, mass media response is being monitored, and donations for the acquisition have 
been monitored.”

46. Of the channels used above, which were most effective? N=9

“Campus newspaper.”

“Integrating the programs with classroom instruction.”

“Magnets; UBdigit collection of Kelley Collection covers; academic conference presentations.”

“Not yet available.”

“One-on-one outreach to faculty in subject areas related to the collections. Instruction sessions for students.”

“Personal visits.”

“Targeted e-mails, brochure.”

“The exhibitions.”

“We did not measure the effectiveness of individual elements of the campaign.”

47. What was most challenging about this promotion effort? N=9

“Coordinating campus-wide committee.”

“Funding series of magnets. Building recognition of pulp fiction as a research focus.”

“Identifying potential donors.”

“Managing the promotion process from initial contact to publishing of the material.”

“Meeting a series of deadlines for various publications, some of which were written by staff from two different 
areas.”

“Promoting to the mass media.”
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“There is no single e-mail or mailing list for distribution on this campus.”

“This one was perhaps the most well coordinated but because the university PR was more heavily involved.”

“This was our first broad-based, coordinated campaign. Although the messages were consistent, they could have 
been more fully integrated.”

Awareness of Library Study Space or Work Area

48. Briefly describe the activity that was undertaken to reach this objective. Was a tagline or slogan 
developed for this campaign? N=11

Yes  5 45%

No  6 55%

Developed a Tagline or Slogan

“Annual reports; Report to Senate; Grand openings of completed renovations; campus news. ‘Most learning takes 
place outside the classroom — the Library is the most best/preferred place for this learning.’”

“Dedication of beautifully renovated space to create the Learning Commons. ‘The Learning Commons is here!’”

“Developed and recently launched first phase of a comprehensive multi-year, multi-phase communication plan 
targeted to stakeholders (on campus and off), determined best way to reach them, used renovation focus group 
and survey results to inform plan, etc. ‘Making Room For Thought.’”

“Discussions with renovation committee and other units on campus in regard to the three-year closing of the 
central campus Main Library for renovations and the resulting loss of study seats during that period. The Libraries 
added seating in other central campus libraries, opened a new ‘study center’ and placed some study seats in non-
library locations. ‘Big changes @ the OSU Libraries.’”

“Fall of 2007 marked the completion of Phase One of the Morgan Library Redesign project, adding more seats 
to the building, new and improved group study spaces, and improved access to computers (therefore online 
resources). The Library hosted a ‘grand re-opening’ inviting students, faculty, and staff to visit the new spaces and 
be treated to coffee and cookies. The marketing of the improved spaces and ‘re-opening event’ employed a multi-
faceted approach involving a mix of print and electronic advertising, press releases, televised interviews, mailings, 
e-communications, etc. ‘Research & learning just got a whole lot easier. Get Connected in Your New & Improved 
Morgan Library.’”

Did Not Develop a Tagline or Slogan

“A week-long series of student-focused activities and events, designed to draw students in to discover and 
explore their new learning space. Activities included trivia contests, scavenger hunts, prize drawings, free coffee/
ice cream/popcorn/candy, live dance and music performances.”
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“Make the library a most attractive and usable space on campus. Update environment, furniture, technology etc.”

“McMaster introduced a Learning Commons in it’s humanities and social sciences library. Created a distinctive 
look and feel for all Commons publications. Was adopted during the implementation phase. Was carried through 
into the physical spaces. Included buttons, bookmarks, etc.”

“News releases, donor’s furniture campaign, pictures of students using the spaces on PowerPoint slide show in 
Reference area, student newspaper advertisements, Open house day for new study area — cookies, free pop, 
and a vote on the name of the space, unsolicited newspaper articles on places students study and sleep.”

“Public opening with ribbon cutting and food ceremoniously held at midnight and attended by University Librarian 
and President.”

“Working with student advisory committee to determine alternative space for 24/7 study space when area 
currently providing that service is closed for a two-year renovation. Undergrad and grad student reps have 
been very responsive and engaged and have come up with good ideas and insights into library use. Plan will be 
implemented in the fall of 2008, at which time the effectiveness can be evaluated.”

49. What audience was targeted? Check all that apply. N=11

Undergraduates   9 82%

Graduates   6 55%

Staff    4 36%

Potential donors   4 36%

All library users   4 36%

Faculty    3 27%

Other, please describe  4 36%
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All users Undergrads Grads Faculty Staff Donors Other, please describe

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ University Administration. Also faculty 
were encouraged to market the spaces 
to their students.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Entire campus, media, peer institutions

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔ Primarily undergraduates initially, but all 
other audiences as well

✔

✔

✔ University Administration

50. For this activity, what channels has the library used to convey the promotion message? Check all 
that apply. N=11

Library channels

Library Web site     9 82%

Library events     9 82%

Targeted e-mails     8 73%

Flyers and brochures    8 73%

Posters      6 55%

Classroom instruction    3 27%

Library discussion lists    1   9%

Campus channels

Campus Newspaper articles    6 55%

Campus Portal     5 45%

Campus Newspaper advertisements   4 36%

Campus Resident Halls/Dorms    3 27%

Campus Student Center/Dining Halls   3 27%
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Campus TV     2 18%

Campus Radio     2 18%

Campus Calendar     2 18%

Departmental Web sites    2 18%

Faculty and student electronic discussion lists  1   9%

Course Management System    0 —

Web 2.0 technologies 

Blogs      4 36%

Social networking sites    2 18%

Podcasts      1   9%

Videocasts     1   9%

Wikis      1   9%

Virtual worlds     0 —

Social bookmarking     0 —

Other      6 55%

Please describe other channels.

“Area newspapers, listserves.”

“Banners, posters, business cards, displays.”

“Face to face meetings with library dean & other library staff and student advisory group.”

“Outdoor banners on the building.”

“Student word of mouth!”

“Word of mouth.”

51. Has the effectiveness of this activity been evaluated? N=11

Yes  5 45%

No  6 55%
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If yes, please briefly describe the evaluation method(s) used.

“A user group was formed to serve in an advisory capacity.”

“Focus groups, observational studies, door counts.”

“Library use numbers are up via gate count/traffic statistics.”

“The attendance at the event was tracked as attendees were required to bring in a print out in some form of the 
‘grand re-opening’ announcement. 200 people visited the library with the announcement in hand and were aware 
of the improvements. Responses to targeted e-mails were tallied. (Gate traffic may also be compared with the 
same week in previous years.)”

“The use of the libraries increases by several hundred thousand persons each year.”

52. Of the channels used above, which were most effective? N=6

“Buttons were incredibly popular. Students loved the simple design: solid colour with a single word (Discover, 
Learn, Inquire...) on them.”

“Campus newspaper and direct mail postcard.”

“Posters and flyers.”

“Too soon to gauge.”

“Word of mouth.” (2 responses)

53. What was most challenging about this promotion effort? N=5

“Coordination with many partners on campus, timing.”

“Making sure that all stakeholders receive the information more relevant to them.”

“Reaching virtually the entire campus at the beginning of fall quarter.”

“Shift of expectations, because it is radically different than other spaces on campus.”

“The sheer scale and the intense timeline involved in preparing for the event.”
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Awareness of the Library Web Site and Contents

54. Briefly describe the activity that was undertaken to reach this objective. Was a tagline or slogan 
developed for this campaign? N=9

Yes  2 22%

No  7 78%

Developed a Tagline or Slogan

“Coordinated banners, promotional giveaways (pens, pencils, staplers, and bookmarks) prominently featuring the 
library Web address. ‘Connecting you to worlds of knowledge.’”

 “To promote the introduction of a new research Web page that patrons can customize, the library ordered t-shirts 
that patrons could ‘customize’ by drawing their favorite things from the library on a special section of the shirt. 
‘My library is...’”

Did Not Develop a Tagline or Slogan

“Discussion with committees overseeing the closing of the Main Library for renovation, relocation of services 
during the renovation (3 years) and units responsible for the development of electronic services to complement 
existing print services.”

“In response to ongoing feedback we have recently updated and redesigned our library’s Web sites to better serve 
our users.”

“Materials produced which prominently feature library URL.”

“Quick poll added to Library homepage.”

“Series of brief one-question surveys on Web site front page, relating to specific resources or services. Active 
Libraries-wide blog, and additional Libraries blog focused on undergraduates. ‘UB Librarian’ page on Facebook. 
‘Libraries Skills Workbook’ (online, and is a graduation requirement at UB). Bright UB Blue pencils with Libraries 
logo and Web site address available at reference/information desks (approx. 10,000 per year are disseminated). 
‘Resources by Subject’ specific online guides developed by Libraries and embedded in specific course entries on 
course management system. ‘My Library’ sectors on campus portal, distinctive for disciplines.”

“The library Web site was recently fine tuned to improve usability.”

“We installed a series of banners on the pillars in the entrance hall to the main library promoting the various 
services comprising our Ask a Librarian service: Call, Visit, Chat(IM), E-mail. In addition, we created business 
cards for the service to be handed out at service desks and posters to be placed in all of our facilities. We also 
created a specific brand for the suite of services (Ask a Librarian) and a logo (an ‘i’ in our flying book logo). We 
also created branded iGoogle and Facebook widgets connecting users to these services.”
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55. What audience was targeted? Check all that apply. N=9

All library users   7 78%

Undergraduates   6 67%

Graduates   6 67%

Faculty    5 56%

Staff    5 56%

Potential donors   1 11%

Other, please describe  0 —

All users Undergrads Grads Faculty Staff Donors

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

56. For this activity, what channels has the library used to convey the promotion message? Check all 
that apply. N=9

Library channels

Library Web site      9 100%

Classroom instruction     6   67%

Posters       5   56%

Flyers and brochures     4   44%

Targeted e-mails      2   22%

Library discussion lists     1   11%

Library events      1   11%
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Campus channels

Campus TV     1   11%

Campus Radio     0   —

Campus Newspaper articles    3   33%

Campus Newspaper advertisements   4   44%

Campus Portal     3   33%

Campus Calendar     0   —

Campus Resident Halls/Dorms    2   22%

Campus Student Center/Dining Halls   0   —

Course Management System    4   44%

Departmental Web sites    0   —

Faculty and student electronic discussion lists  1   11%

Web 2.0 technologies 

Blogs      3   33%

Social networking sites    3   33%

Podcasts      1   11%

Wikis      1   11%

Videocasts     0   —

Virtual worlds     0   —

Social bookmarking     0   —

Other      2 22%

Please describe other channels.

“Library newsletter; Promotional giveaways: pens, highlighters, etc.”

“Pencils with Libraries logo and Web site address. 10,000+ disseminated each academic year.”

57. Has the effectiveness of this activity been evaluated? N=8

Yes  3 38%

No  5 62%
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If yes, please briefly describe the evaluation method(s) used.

“Before the new Web site designs were posted we ask all library faculty and staff for feedback and also a selected 
list of other university faculty, students, and staff to evaluate.”

“Responses to surveys. Activity level on blogs. Course use of resources targeted in online guides. Success rate of 
completion of ‘Library Skills Workbook.’ Popularity of pencils and their visibility throughout campus.”

“The library tracked the number of new users for the service before and after the promotion.”

58. Of the channels used above, which were most effective? N=6

“Campus paper and posters.”

“Direct contact via e-mail.”

“Giveaways, ads, campus portal.”

“Pencils; surveys; Library Skills Workbook.”

“Quick poll seems to encourage the respondent to view additional library pages.”

“The Library Web site. We placed a link to this service on every page on the Web site. This increased visibility 
increased usage a good bit. We have high hopes that adding links to the service in the course management 
system will increase usage even more.”

59. What was most challenging about this promotion effort? N=3

“Determining which suggestions to implement and why or why not since not everyone’s suggestions could be 
incorporated.”

“Keeping blogs refreshed with new content.”

“The most challenging part of this effort was getting Facebook to approve a branded widget for use by Facebook 
users.”

Awareness of Training or Instruction

60. Briefly describe the activity that was undertaken to reach this objective. Was a tagline or slogan 
developed for this campaign? N=8

Yes  4 50%

No  4 50%
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Developed a Tagline or Slogan

“Highlight availability of course-integrated library instruction and support for assignment planning through new 
faculty and graduate student orientations.” ‘Save time — consult a librarian.’”

“Talks to faculty & deans, graduate students. Several sessions held: ‘Google Scholar@your library;’ ‘Rein in your 
research@your library;’ ‘A date with ata@your library.’”

“The ULS generated post cards to all faculty about Information Literacy and assistance. An article was written 
for the faculty newspaper. A voice message was sent to faculty; information was listed on ULS Web site; a 
presentation made to Faculty Senate. ‘Don’t You Have Enough To Do Already?’”

“There are a number of determining activities. The answers given in this objective stand for the other two in that 
most of the activities are carried out for promotion, give or take. ‘Tayloring to your needs.’”

Did Not Develop a Tagline or Slogan

“A variety of out reach methods (see below), all using the same graphics and wording to advertise a range of 
learning support services offered by the library (supported learning groups, drop-in tours, research help classes, 
exam and writing help sessions, etc.)”

“One example: The Libraries’ Center for Instructional Technology offers a variety of workshops for faculty every 
semester.”

“One-on-one interactions with faculty to raise their awareness of services offered.”

“This is ongoing, and an area in which promotion is currently more ad hoc than organized. For example, subject 
specialists may publicize their instruction with the departments they are assigned to, and the Knowledge 
Navigation Center and the Faculty Exploratory, both of which offer a large selection of instruction sessions, do 
most of their own publicity.”

61. What audience was targeted? Check all that apply. N=8

Faculty    5 63%

Graduates   4 50%

Undergraduates   3 38%

Staff    2 25%

All library users   1 13%

Potential donors   0 —

Other, please describe  0 —
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All users Undergrads Grads Faculty Staff

✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔

62. For this activity, what channels has the library used to convey the promotion message? Check all 
that apply. N=8

Library channels

Library Web site     7 88%

Flyers and brochures    7 88%

Targeted e-mails     6 75%

Posters      4 50%

Library discussion lists    2 25%

Classroom instruction    2 25%

Library events     1 13%

Campus channels

Campus Newspaper advertisements   3 38%

Campus Portal     3 38%

Campus Newspaper articles    2 25%

Campus Resident Halls/Dorms    2 25%

Campus Student Center/Dining Halls   2 25%

Campus Calendar     1 13%

Course Management System    1 13%

Departmental Web sites    1 13%

Faculty and student electronic discussion lists  1 13%
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Campus TV     1 13%

Campus Radio     0 —

Web 2.0 technologies 

Social networking sites    3 38%

Wikis      1 13%

Blogs      1 13%

Podcasts      0 —

Videocasts     0 —

Virtual worlds     0 —

Social bookmarking     0 —

Other      5 63%

Please describe other channels.

“Bulletin and trade boards; promotional displays with an element of fun; library newsletters; work with student 
groups and library staff.”

“Individual meetings.”

“Large display screen in Library, announcements on public address system.”

“Library presentations at orientation sessions.”

“Newsletter.”

63. Has the effectiveness of this activity been evaluated? N=6

Yes  1 17%

No  5 83%

If yes, please briefly describe the evaluation method(s) used.

“Informally. Request feedback at the service desk, in classroom instruction, etc.”

64. Of the channels used above, which were most effective? N=4

“Difficult to say; maybe posters & flyers.”
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“Faculty Senate presentation.”

“Signage in the foyer of the library. (We are a very heavily used facility, with most students on campus visiting the 
library daily or weekly.)”

“We use a mix to be most effective.”

65. What was most challenging about this promotion effort? N=4

“Finding time to do, and needing to produce professional quality materials (feedback from users) with no 
designated budget.”

“Getting it done on time & getting staff involved.”

“Getting responses from faculty.”

“The need to constantly revise and re-produce materials in order to keep them fresh and current.”

Orientation for New Users

66. Briefly describe the activity that was undertaken to reach this objective. Was a tagline or slogan 
developed for this campaign? N=8

Yes  4 50%

No  4 50%

Developed a Tagline or Slogan

“Extensive library presence during frosh and grad orientation weeks (displays, tours, talks at many different 
events; sponsoring a graduate student brunch and poster session). Different each year, depending on the campus 
theme. The Library often incorporates the @your library concept as part of their tagline, e.g., ‘research help @your 
library.’”

“Free coffee/ice cream vouchers given to attendees at tours. Giveaway bags, a drawing for an iPod and memory 
sticks. Program included: Discovery tours; ‘get started@your library;’ ‘find stuff fast@yourlibrary.’ Orientation@
yourlibrary. Each of 4 posters had a separate tagline: 1. ‘Don’t get stuck trying to figure things out!’ [+ picture, 
etc.}; 2. ‘Straight ahead for learning: Destination: Knowledge;’ 3. ‘Wrestling with assignment deadlines. We can 
help you win the battle;’ 4. ‘Great minds like a think.’”

“Students: At the beginning of the academic year, we organize a stand for new students. We offer them many 
orientation activities in each of our libraries (visits, training). A press release welcoming the students to our 
libraries is published on our Web site and in the University’s papers (including a special issue of the Humanities 
Faculty). We have information on our libraries and ads on them in the agendas given to students by the student 
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association. In collaboration with the Bureau des étudiants étrangers (Bureau of foreign students) we include a 
guide to the libraries specially designed for foreign students. It is included with other documents in a folder given 
to every foreign student. Flyers giving information on the libraries are also sent to Departments that include them 
in folders given to undergraduate and graduate students. Faculty: At the beginning of their employment at our 
University, Professors are given training sessions to which the libraries take part. Each new Faculty member is 
given a guide of the libraries specially aimed at them, as well as a guide on the different training sessions available 
in the libraries (also available online). All employees: A guide is given by the University to every new employee. 
There is a special section dedicated to our services and locations. ‘Bienvenue dans les bibliothèques de l’Université 
de Montréal!’ (Welcome to the libraries of Université de Montréal!).”

“The Libraries host a fun interactive 2 days with a theme that includes decorations and staff in costumes. Some 
students attend as class requirement; others for the fun of it and to learn their way around and understand 
services. Some students return annually. ‘Open house @ your library’ plus a yearly theme. Last year pirates.”

Did Not Develop a Tagline or Slogan

“Held an evening event for parents of 1st year students. Invited parents of students living in the local area. 
Included guest speakers from the library and our campus partners, tours of libraries.”

“Instructional services staff hold classes on library basics such as searching and attend new student orientation 
sessions. They also have a blog.”

“Orientation for RA’s in dormitories.”

“Your Library: For Your Teaching, For Your Research — brochure to introduce new faculty to collections and 
services.”

67. What audience was targeted? Check all that apply. N=8

Undergraduates   5 63%

All library users   2 25%

Faculty    2 25%

Graduates   1 13%

Staff    0 —

Potential donors   0 —

Other, please describe  2 25%
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All users Undergrads Grads Faculty Other, please describe

✔ ✔ ✔ Primarily freshmen, but all included. Faculty 
targeted since they are a conduit to students.

✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

Parents of 1st year students

68. For this activity, what channels has the library used to convey the promotion message? Check all 
that apply. N=8

Library channels

Flyers and brochures    6 75%

Targeted e-mails     5 63%

Library Web site     5 63%

Library events     5 63%

Classroom instruction    4 50%

Posters      3 38%

Library discussion lists    1 13%

 Campus channels

Campus Resident Halls/Dorms    4 50%

Campus Student Center/Dining Halls   3 38%

Campus Newspaper articles    2 25%

Campus Newspaper advertisements   2 25%

Campus Portal     2 25%

Campus Calendar     2 25%

Departmental Web sites    2 25%

Campus TV     1 13%

Campus Radio     1 13%
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Course Management System    1 13%

Faculty and student electronic discussion lists  1 13%

Web 2.0 technologies 

Social networking sites    2 25%

Blogs      2 25%

Podcasts      1 13%

Videocasts     1 13%

Wikis      1 13%

Virtual worlds     1 13%

Social bookmarking     1 13%

Other      5 63%

Please describe other channels.

“Mass mailing to parents.”

“New student orientation sessions and new student lounge space in instructional services.”

“Participation in university events. Large screen displays in branch libraries.”

“Plasma screen, outdoor banners, and sandwich boards.”

“Stand to inform students.”

69. Has the effectiveness of this activity been evaluated? N=8

Yes  3 38%

No  5 63%

If yes, please briefly describe the evaluation method(s) used.

“All user services related activities are evaluated through LibQUAL+.”

“Asked for feedback after the event. Took in paper and e-mail comments.”

“Exit survey conducted online in the final stop, the prize room.”
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70. Of the channels used above, which were most effective? N=5

“Combination of all produced results.”

“New student orientation, classroom instruction, and new student lounge in instructional services office.”

“Paper mailing.”

“Participation in university events. Giveaway bags.”

“Sponsoring a brunch with poster displays and ‘meet your librarian’ opportunity.”

71. What was most challenging about this promotion effort? N=5

“A huge event requiring extra time on the part of all staff.”

“Compiling the mailing list!”

“Costly (but worth it).”

“Getting organized in time & coordinating all branch libraries.”

“Make our libraries known to the largest group of students possible.”

Awareness of Equipment and Technology

72. Briefly describe the activity that was undertaken to reach this objective. Was a tagline or slogan 
developed for this campaign? N=4

Yes  0 —

No  4 100%

Did Not Develop a Tagline or Slogan

“Brochure.”

“News releases, Web-based announcements, posters, meeting presentations, library instruction via the 
librarians.”

“Ongoing campus-wide promotional campaign carried out through library Web site news features, campus 
e-newsletters and print publications, the library’s student e-newsletter, Library Lowdown, and other mechanisms 
listed in the checklist below. We also promote availability of equipment and technology in the library to donor 
for fundraising and support initiatives. We have a donor publication, Building Knowledge, that profiles these 
services.”
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“Particularly promoting the new Learning Connections Center — Creating in-house displays and writing 
descriptive articles that were sent to University Relations and appeared in e-Newsletter (‘Your Library’), e-Library 
Web page, and donor newsletter (‘Bookmarks’). Also included participating in CELT (Center for Excellence in 
Learning and Teaching) workshops.”

73. What audience was targeted? Check all that apply. N=4

All library users   2 50%

Undergraduates   3 75%

Graduates   3 75%

Faculty    2 50%

Staff    1 25%

Potential donors   1 25%

Other, please describe  0 —

All users Undergrads Grads Faculty Staff Donors

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔

✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔

74. For this activity, what channels has the library used to convey the promotion message? Check all 
that apply. N=4

Library channels

Flyers and brochures    4 100%

Posters      3   75%

Targeted e-mails     3   75%

Library Web site     3   75%

Classroom instruction    2   50%

Library events     2   50%
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Library discussion lists    2   50%

Campus channels

Campus Newspaper articles    2   50%

Campus Portal     2   50%

Campus Radio     1   25%

Campus Newspaper advertisements   1   25%

Campus Calendar     1   25%

Faculty and student electronic discussion lists  1   25%

Campus Resident Halls/Dorms    0   —

Campus Student Center/Dining Halls   0   —

Course Management System    0   —

Departmental Web sites    0   —

Campus TV     0   —

Web 2.0 technologies 

Social networking sites    1   25%

Blogs      0   —

Podcasts      0   —

Videocasts     0   —

Wikis      0   —

Virtual worlds     0   —

Social bookmarking     0   —

Other      1   25%

Please describe other channels.

“Library Lowdown, an e-newsletter for students. Informal and word-of-mouth communications by librarians and 
subject specialists with students and faculty. Building Knowledge, our donor publication.”

75. Has the effectiveness of this activity been evaluated? N=4

Yes  0 —

No  4 100%
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76. Of the channels used above, which were most effective? N=1

“Web-based announcements—any electronic means, word of mouth.”

77. What was most challenging about this promotion effort? N=2

“Overall understanding of the technology involved.”

“There is no centralized communications system for members of the campus community, so we must use every 
tool available for promotions. This is inefficient and time consuming.”

Awareness of Library Policies

78. Briefly describe the activity that was undertaken to reach this objective. Was a tagline or slogan 
developed for this campaign? What audience was targeted? What channels has the library used 
to convey the promotion message? Has the effectiveness of this activity been evaluated? N=1

Promotion of new library policy on food and drink in library buildings.

Audience: All library users

Channels: Library Web site, Flyers and brochures, Posters

Most Effective: none specified

Evaluated: No

Challenge: none specified

Other Objective

79. Briefly describe the activity that was undertaken to reach this objective. Was a tagline or slogan 
developed for this campaign? What audience was targeted? What channels has the library used 
to convey the promotion message? Has the effectiveness of this activity been evaluated? Of 
the channels used above, which were most effective? What was most challenging about this 
promotion effort? N=16

Launch/Opening of the New Bass Library

The Bass Library, a new intensive-use library, was opened at Yale at midnight on October 18/19, 2007. The 
campaign to promote the event sought to: 1) encourage attendance at the event by students, faculty, and staff; 
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2) brand the name of the library across campus/create name recognition; and 3) demonstrate that the Bass 
Library constituted a new kind of interactive library staffed by librarians, teaching experts, IT expert users, etc. 
In organizing and planning the event consultation was done with undergraduate representatives and a series 
of posters was designed and distributed across campus. Targeted e-mails were sent to all members of the Yale 
community and ads were placed in all of campus publications, both print and online. Several tag lines were used 
playing off the opening ‘It will....’: ‘It will change the way you teach’; ‘It will change the way you study’; ‘It will 
change the way you collaborate’; ‘It will change the way you think about food.’”

Audience: All library users, Donors who had contributed to the Bass Library

Channels: Targeted e-mails, Library Web site, Flyers and brochures, Posters, Campus Newspaper advertisements, 
Campus Calendar, Campus Resident Halls/Dorms, Campus Student Center/Dining Halls, Blogs.

Most Effective: Targeted e-mails; posters/flyers; word-of-mouth

Evaluated: Yes, Subsequent newspaper articles describing the opening event (both campus, local, and regional), 
e-mail feedback received from guests, library occupancy counts during first days of opening, campus-wide use of 
the Bass name.

Challenge: Ensuring that materials/information reached students over the course of their day-to-day activities, i.e., 
dining halls, residences, etc.

Other (special services, especially digital library)

Opening of new digital library unit, including open house event and programs, new publications, Web site.

Audience: Faculty, Staff, Potential donors, Other libraries and universities in local area

Channels: Library discussion lists, Targeted e-mails, Library Web site, Flyers and brochures, Posters, Library events, 
Campus Newspaper advertisements, Campus Calendar

Most Effective: Probably targeted e-mails.

Evaluated: Yes, Activity just occurred. Have looked at attendance, tracked Web and other mentions.

Challenge: Making concept sufficiently concrete.

Strategic Plan Objective: Expand & Preserve Access to Information—Implement Institutional 
Repository

Coordinated and targeted messages to faculty on the launch of the Institutional Repository

Audience: Faculty

Channels: Targeted e-mails, Library Web site, Flyers and brochures, Campus Newspaper articles, Departmental 
Web sites, Presentation to faculty/provost at library advisory committee meeting; meetings initiated by library 
liaison librarians & manager of IR & scholarly information initiatives with faculty

Most Effective: none specified

Evaluated: No, too soon to evaluate
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Challenge: none specified

Promotion of RefWorks, the University’s new bibliographic management software

Production of banner mounted in Student Union, promotion of workshops for instruction of software, posters, 
signs, handouts, radio spot, electronic announcement to campus, articles in library’s newsletter and campus 
publications.

Audience: All library users

Channels: Library discussion lists, Library Web site, Classroom instruction, Flyers and brochures, Posters, Campus 
Radio, Campus Newspaper articles, Campus Student Center/Dining Halls

Most Effective: none specified

Evaluated: No

Challenge: none specified

Promote libraries to undergraduates.

Created student “newspaper” with info about libraries. Created door hanger for dorms with Web address. Passed 
out post-it notes, pencils, and Frisbees at student orientations. ‘MU Libraries: Your Connection to Knowledge.’”

Audience: Undergraduates

Channels: Library Web site, Flyers and brochures, Library events, Campus Calendar, Campus Resident Halls/
Dorms, Faculty and student electronic discussion lists

Most Effective: none specified

Evaluated: No

Challenge: none specified

Promote use of the library by undergraduates

Library Prize for Undergraduate Research. Graphics designed by our Library Graphics office staff, for Web 
presence, posters, flyers, bookmarks. Promotion also carried through into our Development Office publications, 
highlighting the prize winners and featuring their research projects. A reception for the prize winners hosted by 
the Library, highlighting both the student winners and the faculty that were part of the projects.

Audience: All library users, Undergraduates, Faculty, Staff, Potential donors

Channels: Library discussion lists, Targeted e-mails, Library Web site, Classroom instruction, Flyers and brochures, 
Posters, Library events, Campus Newspaper articles

Most Effective: none specified

Evaluated: No
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Challenge: none specified

To reach a greater number of graduate students

Developed a credit course for graduate students related to research.

Audience: Graduates

Channels: Library Web site, Classroom instruction, Flyers and brochures, Campus Newspaper advertisements, 
Faculty and student electronic discussion lists

Most Effective: none specified

Evaluated: Yes, in progress

Challenge: none specified

Promote Interlibrary Loan service

Postcard. ‘Borrowing materials from other libraries is easier than ever!’

Audience: Faculty, Teacher assistants, research assistants

Channels: Postcard

Most Effective: none specified

Evaluated: No

Challenge: none specified

Promote the Information Desk and in-person help services

During Spring Semester 2007, the Library merged two service point areas the reference desk and the electronic 
information center help desk to become the Information Desk. The goal of the marketing campaign was to 
ease the transition for users and raise awareness for the new information desk (the new services provided 
and the changes in services provided as a result of the merger). The primary audience for this campaign was 
undergraduate students, who historically were the users of the two other service points. The library hosted stop 
by and say hi event during the first week of classes and students were given free coffee. ‘Help starts here.’

Audience: All library users, undergraduates

Channels: Targeted e-mails, Library Web site, Classroom instruction, Flyers and brochures, Posters, Library events, 
Campus TV, Campus Newspaper articles, Campus Newspaper advertisements, Campus Portal, Campus Resident 
Halls/Dorms, Campus Student Center/Dining Halls

Most Effective: Student newspaper

Evaluated: Yes, 200 students participated in the coffee promotion. Anecdotal evidence and continued heavy 
traffic at the service point indicates that the service transition was eased by the marketing efforts.Useage stats 
have not yet been evaluated/compared for the time period involved.
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Challenge: The timeline to prepare for the campaign was very tight.

Promoting Library Services or a change to service.

In 2003 we stopped providing free printing in the library — a popular and highly used service by undergraduate 
students. Along with the campus library IT department and medical library, I developed a marketing plan to 
educate the students on the change of service. I used environmentalism as the approach to why the change in 
service was a good thing. We created posters (on recycled paper), ads, and an exhibit showing the great waste of 
printing in the library and how they could save the environment by reducing their printing. I also informed them of 
the new pay-to-print service and how to use it. We created a Web site with this information and wrote article for 
the student newspaper and our respective newsletters. ‘Think Before You Print.’

Audience: Undergraduates

Channels: Library Web site, Flyers and brochures, Posters, Campus Newspaper articles, Campus Newspaper 
advertisements, Course Management System, Departmental Web sites, Exhibit. We produced a ‘trash exhibit’ of 
the wasted paper picked up near library printers.

Most Effective: Posters, ads, and article in the newspaper.

Evaluated: Not formally, but the new service was very well received. This is a type of change of service that could 
have received very negative publicity, but we received none. Students accepted the change very well. I think the 
positive campaign made a great impact on this.

Challenge: Working with the other campus departments. While it was beneficial to get their input and 
involvement, it adds another level of work, time, and effort to coordinate.

Promotion of Services and Library as Place

Eckles: Promotion of Eckles Library for finals study. Eckles is now open 24-hrs a day for study, as well as providing 
free coffee and midnight snacks. Gelman: Promotion of services through monthly newsletter ‘Gelman Exposed.’ 
Posted in the bathroom stalls. Virginia Campus Libraries: Promotion of new Electronic Theses and Dissertation 
standards via posters in the library. Eckles: ‘Don’t Fear Finals.’ Gelman: ‘Gelman Exposed.’

Audience: All library users, Undergraduates, Graduates, Faculty, Staff

Channels: Targeted e-mails, Library Web site, Classroom instruction, Flyers and brochures, Posters, Library events, 
Blogs, Social networking sites

Most Effective: none specified

Evaluated: No

Challenge: none specified

Promote library services

A monthly blog was created that posted information about new services; an in-house blog was also used to 
make staff aware of the services. An RSS feed was linked to the library Web page to promote new services. Ads 
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were run in student newspapers, Facebook, and on the university calendar to promote extended hours, etc. ‘Be 
brilliant!’ (With tag line relating to the service, for example, for extended hours we used Watch the sun rise in the 
library.)

Audience: All library users, staff

Channels: Library Web site, Flyers and brochures, Campus TV, Campus Newspaper articles, Campus Newspaper 
advertisements, Campus Calendar, Blogs, Social networking sites

Most Effective: I would imagine that Facebook and the University Calendar reached the most users.

Evaluated: No

Challenge: none specified

Increase student awareness of library resources and services

Advertising campaign

Audience: Undergraduates, graduates

Channels: Library Web site, Flyers and brochures, Posters, Campus Newspaper advertisements, PowerPoint 
slideshows on video monitors in high-traffic areas

Most Effective: PowerPoint slideshows on video monitors in high-traffic areas

Evaluated: Yes, student focus groups

Challenge: none specified

Increasing awareness of services

Articles written in catchy language in the Toilet Times (bathroom stall newsletter) which comes out biweekly.

Audience: All library users

Channels: Targeted e-mails, Library Web site, Classroom instruction, Flyers and brochures, Posters, Library events, 
Wikis, Social networking sites

Most Effective: none specified

Evaluated: No

Challenge: Keeping the info informative but catchy.

Promote a new service: textbooks on reserve

Flyers, table tents, posters, press release (student newspaper), podcast, Web site announcement,

Audience: Undergraduates, Faculty

Channels: Targeted e-mails, Library Web site, Classroom instruction, Flyers and brochures, Posters, Campus 
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Newspaper articles, Campus Newspaper advertisements, Campus Resident Halls/Dorms, Campus Student Center/
Dining Halls, Podcasts

Most Effective: E-mail, Web site, student newspaper, faculty member

Evaluated: Yes, Survey of undergraduates (telephone and Web-based)

Challenge: none specified

Survey/poll constituents

Bi-annual survey of faculty & students regarding educational technology and library resources needs (also any 
other additional information relating to information technology needs). The Library’s Center for Educational 
Resources staff, resource services librarians and the university’s IT@JH are the primary constituent groups who 
design the survey

Audience: Undergraduates, Graduates, Faculty

Channels: Targeted e-mails, Flyers and brochures, Posters, Campus TV, Campus Newspaper articles, Campus 
Newspaper advertisements, Campus Portal, Faculty and student electronic discussion lists

Most Effective: Targeted e-mails; listservs

Evaluated: No

Challenge: Helping faculty understand the relevance of the survey. NB: We’re measuring our success by the high 
response rate to the survey.

Services to alumni

The Library has negotiated a service providing access to some databases for alumni. It has been discussed and 
planned with the University’s Alumni Office. ‘Stay Connected: Service for Alumni.’

Audience: Potential donors, alumni who are existing and potential donors

Channels: Library discussion lists, Targeted e-mails, Library Web site, Flyers and brochures, Posters, Library events, 
Campus portal

Most Effective: Not sure yet, but probably flyer in annual thank you letter.

Evaluated: No

Challenge: Involving various staff across the university.

liBrary Branding caMpaign
Some research libraries engage in formal campaigns to brand or characterize the library to their constituents. A 
library branding campaign typically attempts to both heighten constituent awareness and demonstrate their value 
to the home organization.
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80. If your library has undertaken a branding campaign, and you haven’t described it above, please 
do so now. N=30

81. Was a tagline or slogan developed for this campaign? N=23

Yes  12 52%

No  11 48%

Developed a Tagline or Slogan

“The UB Libraries have designed and produced a logo, which is used on all Libraries publications, Web site 
pages, digital collections, case statements, signage and event posters, etc. A coordinated look and feel has been 
developed for UB Libraries print/Web publications. Pencils and notepads with UB Libraries logo and Web site 
disseminated very widely. ‘UB Libraries,’ ‘University at Buffalo. The State University of New York at Buffalo’ in 
smaller type below. This year: ‘Our University and the World: Connecting People, Culture, and Ideas.’”

“After attending a SOLINET workshop on marketing libraries, our Communications Committee undertook a 
6-month project to create a marketing campaign for the library, identifying and prioritizing audiences, products 
and communication vehicles and creating a tag line—Be brilliant!—to use with each of our promotions.”

“Design standards were developed that are used to brand all library publications (both print and digital). These 
standards have helped library publications stand out and have made them more recognizable to the campus 
community. Each year the library develops a new campaign for the new school year. ‘We’re on your team.’”

“General badging and branding, using red McGill colours: signage, screens in branch libraries, T-shirts worn by 
staff at events and by students when working in the libraries. Same look and feel to all flyers. Library bags. ‘@
your library/@votre bibliotheque;’ ‘Read, Study, Inspire, Research, Create, Communicate, Inform, Succeed/Lire, 
Etudier, Inspirer, chercher, créer, communiquer, informer, réussir;’ ‘Anytime, any place, any pace/a votre service, ou 
que vous soyez, selon vos besoins.’”

“In beginning stage of process. Will work along with broader University campaign but independent of it. 
Promoting relevance of Library collections, faculty, and staff to career and life-long learning. ‘Connect, Explore, 
Discover.’”

“Overall we try to make a standard tagline using @Gelman. It is used in varying forms throughout the Web site: 
Do It Yourself @ Gelman, get smART @ Gelman, wired@gelman/wireless@gelman.”

“The library follows the university’s centralized branding campaign (graphic identity). Developing a university 
strategic marketing campaign is planned in the next year. The library has created an informal branding campaign 
centered around graphic identity in Web site design, signage, flyers, and posters. A couple have been used: ‘The 
Library. It’s Yours. Use It’ and ‘UO Libraries--Where We All Connect.’”

“The library has established a brand platform that aligns with the strategic plan and all communications are 
filtered through the brand platform. Marketing materials (both print and electronic) adhere to graphic standards 
guidelines set forth by the Library and the University. Messages are distributed using vehicles dictated by target 
audiences. ‘Get Connected to A World of Knowledge.’”
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“The Library is presently in the process of introducing a new visual identity, which will be used in the 2008/09 
academic year to help define, articulate and build awareness of the library’s brand aspiration. “Charting paths to 
discovery.’”

“We wanted campus users to know that the libraries’ electronic materials were growing, that we have electronic 
desktop services, and that the campus wireless system now provided greater electronic access to materials. ‘UA 
Libraries — Wherever you are!’”

“Worked with a senior advertising class to brand the Libraries. They came up with ‘Get it Done at the UNL 
Libraries’ or ‘Get it Done.’ The other branding we feed into comes from the University’s branding that we are 
required to do.”

Did Not Develop a Tagline or Slogan

“A branding campaign was launched several years ago to revitalize the image of the library. The visual elements 
we used were quite outdated—they just looked old. With our new look, we brought a feeling of sophistication 
and simplicity by highlighting special items from our collection.”

“After more than a year of research into audience perceptions and needs, a graphic identity for the University 
Libraries was launched fall 2006. This image was created for an institutional identity—much like a brand—with 
a long shelf life; not an ephemeral campaign. The goal of the identity was to unify Penn State Libraries at 24 
locations and to have an image that was adaptable to a variety of audiences and applications. To date it has been 
very successful.”

“Communication department was newly created and will be undertaking a branding campaign shortly. Is now 
dealing with promoting a multifaceted, large, and complex library system in a more coordinated way, building to 
the point where a communications plan will be developed. Utilizing a variety of distribution channels to get the 
word out consistently.”

“Library logo appears on all e-resources whenever possible.”

“Our branding is part of the parent organization, of course, such that we work closely to carry that of the 
University of Wisconsin-Madison. By branding, we look for typography and art that makes it clear we are a UW-
Madison asset and do not consider a slogan or tagline part of that.”

“Our university has a distinct branding campaign that it initiated five years ago. Within that branding campaign, 
the library has what is referred to as an ‘individual unit expression,’ an element that we apply to the university 
branding to identify ourselves. In our case, we have a book graphic that we put on all publications—print and 
Web.”

“The ULS developed a ‘mark’ and promoted it internally and externally.”

“To heighten awareness and create a premium look and feel for our journal publishing service using Open Journal 
Systems, we decided to create a name and a brand. We named our initiative York Digital Journals to communicate 
that our service was intended for the entire university community. A logo, font and colour scheme was established 
which has been consistently carried through wherever York Digital Journals are involved. DIY: Digital Initiatives @ 
York; Y Space.”

“Traditionally, each library has often promoted itself independently of others in the system. A campaign was 
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begun to emphasize the OSU Libraries brand by bringing uniformity to the look of printed pieces and Web 
content, and increasing use of the Libraries’ university-designed logo.”

“We developed a communications plan with specific goals, objectives and key messages for 13 stakeholders 
including both internal users (faculty, staff, and students) and external audiences (current and prospective 
donors, legislatures, etc.). The following steps were used to develop the communications plan: 1. Determine key 
stakeholders through consideration of internal and external audiences. 2. Set clear communications goals for 
each stakeholder group. 3. Determine communications objectives and identify key messages for each stakeholder 
group. 4. Identifying new and/or existing communications vehicles (tactics) to deliver messages.”

“We have attempted a modest graphic identity campaign to provide cohesion to our materials and to make 
it easier for librarians and departments to produce small runs of bookmarks, handouts, etc. We have had to 
coordinate with the university’s graphic identity requirements, including use of and specs for university-wide logo. 
I don’t think it would be correct to call this a campaign, but more of a tool to make outreach activities easier and 
visually coordinated.”

Other Comments

“Due to institutional policy, we are not allowed to individually brand the library.”

“In process, all library users.”

“We are just planning a branding campaign on campus.”

“We do not currently have a branding campaign, our promotional effort focus on short-term (1–2 year) outreach 
campaigns. Our current outreach campaign is described above.”

“We have not conducted a branding campaign for the Libraries as a whole, but we do name specific services in 
an effort to make the connection to the libraries for name recognition.”

“We have not done a branding campaign.”

“We haven’t yet, but I think we need to and I have been pushing this idea; I hope we will have a branding retreat 
to develop the campaign.”

82. What audience was targeted? Check all that apply. N=23

All library users  21 91%

Graduates  13 57%

Faculty   13 57%

Undergraduates  12 52%

Staff   12 52%

Potential donors  11 49%

Other, please describe   6 26%
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All users Undergrads Grads Faculty Staff Donors Other, please describe

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ External audiences on local, national, 
international levels. Includes donors, 
potential donors, libraries, government 
entities, educational organizations, 
businesses and corporations, etc. 

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ All members of the Commonwealth, 
since we are a state repository.

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ Media, potential faculty/ staff/
students, general public

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ University administration Researchers

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔ University administration

✔ ✔

✔ ✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

✔ ✔

83. For this activity, what channels has the library used to convey the branding message? Check all 
that apply. N=21

Library channels

Flyers and brochures    17 81%
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Library Web site     17 81%

Posters      14 67%

Library events     12 57%

Classroom instruction      5 24%

Targeted e-mails       5 24%

Library discussion lists      1   5%

Campus channels

Campus Newspaper advertisements   11 52%

Campus Newspaper articles    10 48%

Campus Portal       7 33%

Departmental Web sites      7 33%

Campus Calendar       6 29%

Campus TV       5 24%

Campus Radio       5 245%

Course Management System      4 19%

Campus Residence Halls/Dorms     4 19%

Campus Student Center/Dining Hall     3 14%

Faculty and student electronic discussion lists    2 10%

Web 2.0 technologies 

Social networking sites      5 24%

Blogs        4 19%

Podcasts        3 14%

Videocasts       3 14%

Wikis        3 14%

Virtual worlds       1   5%

Social bookmarking       0 —

Other        9 43%

Please describe other channels.

“Co-branding of subscription resources.”
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“Generally our branding appears as appropriate in all media that we use.”

“Library publications, such as the guide to the library and the library newsletter.”

“Logo design and use of new logo.”

“Newsletter for campus community.”

“Pencils, notepads with UB Libraries logo and Web address disseminated widely and consistently.”

“T-shirt, library bags, name badges.”

“T-shirts are issued to the library full-, part-time, and student employees. These shirts have the tag line and 
represent the theme for the year.”

“Variety of print publications, banners, displays, communications Web site, library store, collaborating with 
campus communications, etc.”

84. Has the effectiveness of the branding campaign been evaluated? N=22

Yes    6 27%

No  16 73%

If yes, please briefly describe the evaluation method(s) used.

“Formal metrics involve evaluating usage statistics, meeting communications quotas with target audiences, and 
anecdotal evidence of impact.”

“Marketing Steering Team has reviewed, ads with it have been reported as effective, staff embraced using it.”

“Plan will be formally evaluated in July 2008. The success of the plan will be based upon the following markers: 
Increased communication (both personal and broadcast) across the board with stakeholders; Ongoing and 
increasing efforts to disseminate news communicating targeted messages to stakeholders; Ongoing and 
increasing frequency of media coverage in targeted outlets; Ongoing and increased opportunities for outreach, 
including, but not limited to special events, public speaking opportunities, campus, community, state and 
international involvement by faculty and staff; and implementation of proposed new publications.”

“Somewhat. Increased attendance at events, monitoring Web hits, more mention in the media, etc.”

“The effectiveness of the program has been informally evaluated. Anecdotally, we have seen a greater awareness 
of library events, publications, and services and our messages have been integrated more frequently into 
University publications and other public relations activities. We have also received a number of positive comments 
about library publications since the campaign was implemented.”

“Use and saturation of Libraries Web site and various print publications.”
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85. Of the channels used above, which were most effective? N=8

“All channels noted combined for effective results.”

“All efforts combined are important. Target audiences are receptive to different communications vehicles.”

“Don’t know.”

“General awareness by logo appearing on the page.”

“Library bags.”

“Media relations efforts, new donor-focused print and electronic newsletter, new print and electronic newsletter 
for campus faculty/staff.”

“Web site; printed publications; pencils.”

“Word-of-mouth, Web site, visitors to the library.”

86. What was most challenging about this library branding effort? N=10

“Establishing the ground work that gained acceptance of the new graphic identity by more than 400 Libraries 
staff.”

“Finding enough time to do develop plan effectively and also we are in an interim period.”

“Getting all stakeholders actively engaged.”

“Getting library messages incorporated into university PR activities.”

“Getting the units within to the library to buy into the brand and work through the designated channels to 
publicize their collections and services.”

“Logo design.”

“Persuading staff to wear name badges.”

“Prioritizing target audiences, communications goals, and key messages.”

“Restrictions and oversight by institutional offices responsible for branding.”

“The Library has little control over how the logo appears on the page.”
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additional coMMentS

87. Please enter any additional information regarding promotion activities at your library that may 
assist the authors in accurately analyzing the results of this survey.

Selected comments from respondents

“As indicated in our Strategic Plan, we are currently developing a formal marketing plan for University Libraries. 
While this is the first time the marketing plan has been put into writing, we do already have very organized and 
well thought out marketing efforts and promotional activities. The marketing plan will help to prioritize marketing 
activities as well as document what we’re already doing.”

“Donor relations has long been valued at this library, but only in the past two years has a determined effort been 
launched to communicate our value to the academic community (administrators, students, and faculty). Librarians 
have, of course, always communicated with this primary audience, often very successfully. Efforts are now 
underway to coordinate and unify the messages we want to convey institutionally.”

“For many years, the University Libraries have understood the value of promotion—especially through a unified 
voice. An office responsible for promotion frees the librarians to do what they do best—develop outstanding 
collections and offer services to benefit the various audiences. Additionally, strategic promotion attracts private 
giving and helps the Libraries maintain a position of acknowledged value to the University.”

“I’m not sure our survey responses accurately or fully capture the range or nature of promotional activities at our 
library. Our communications and development offices tend to focus on large, high-visibility events and objectives 
and the types of activities (e.g., major publications, media relations) that tend to accompany them. These offices 
also ensure that library initiatives are coordinated with university priorities and requirements (e.g., university 
graphic identity program, university-wide capital campaign). Survey responses reflect this orientation. Friends 
of the Library, which organizes and sponsors most public readings, receptions, and related events, is part of the 
library’s development office. At the same time, ‘outreach’ activities of all kinds happen every day, esp. through the 
connections that individual librarians and liaisons have with academic departments, faculty members, participants 
in instruction sessions, etc. This sounds very informal and could probably use additional time and attention, but 
can also be quite effective. For most of our front-line librarians, these activities may well be of a higher priority 
than those singled out for elaboration in the survey. The communications office does regularly and gladly lend 
assistance to departments and actively seeks opportunities to promote services, collections, instruction, etc. For 
example, in the past year the office has assisted with efforts to inform patrons about new Web-based services, 
changes in fine structures, and specific new collections. Note regarding budget estimate ($50,000): Figure 
provided includes publications, advertising, catering and other event-related expenses, branded materials, and 
similar. It excludes development expenses not related to specific Friends of the Library events and publications, as 
well as salaries for staff in the communications and development offices.”

“In addition to relying on library-wide strategic initiatives to develop and implement a communications plan, the 
Libraries worked with University Relations, the campus-wide marketing and public relations entity, to ensure a 
consistent and complementary approach to university-wide marketing efforts.”

“Our efforts carry both breadth (across the entire collection of 40+ campus libraries) and depth (such that we 
work intensely on specific efforts). While we have tried to give you a sense of the extensiveness of that effort, any 
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survey will only touch upon a few bits like the blind men trying to describe the elephant. We tend not to see our 
efforts as representing messages looking for outlets, but target audiences we need to serve. And they are many: 
campus constituencies—administrators, regents, faculty, students; donors; taxpayers; internal audiences—our 
staff and colleagues at other institutions. It is important to remember that a survey is taking a snap shot at a 
single point in time, while the priorities in this particular activity vary across audiences at any single point in 
time and across time with each of those audiences. We try not to engage in a single surge-type effort, but focus 
on regular, systematic promotions that are responsive to the circumstances. We also take pride in not wedding 
ourselves to a particular approach or message, but to treat it as a fresh effort to reach our constituents.”

“Our institution is undergoing a centralization process where four campuses are being gathered together to form 
‘one university in many places.’ As a result the libraries on those four campuses are becoming ‘one library in many 
places.’ In the past all promotional activities were separate and each campus did their own thing. We are currently 
in the process of centralizing promotional activities as well, and will likely have a position dedicated to marketing 
for all the libraries. Because we’re in the middle of the process, our answers to this survey would likely be quite 
different even six months from now.”

“Our promotional campaign is fairly new. We have a new University Librarian who is extremely supportive of 
our outreach efforts, so we expect that our outreach, marketing, and promotion will become an emphasis at the 
Libraries.”

“Partnership with other departments and campus communicators has been a must in a low-budget environment. 
We work with the University Communications Department, the Publications and Photography department and 
any colleges that we might be partnering on a project to share promotion of a service or event. I write news 
releases of new collections or services, the release then goes to University Communications for final review and 
distribution to news outlets all over the state or nationally. We don’t hold a database of news outlets.”

“Promotion is but one ‘P’ of marketing. The others are: Product; Place; Price; Promotion or the 7 Ps: People, 
Process, Physical Evidence. All are equally important in developing appropriate library services.”

“The University Libraries had a centralized Marketing department within the Advancement Office. Our marketing 
for the libraries is driven by the Strategic Plan and by LibQUAL+ survey feedback. Individual libraries’ needs 
among the 12 member system are met as needed through informal contact of faculty and staff. A system is 
pending which will make marketing services more easily accessible to all libraries.”

“Regarding the Budget: This fiscal year, we do not have a separate budget for events and promotional activities, 
but we are moving to that budget style next fiscal year.”

“The Committee on Strategic Communications and Marketing is attempting to develop themes for upcoming 
years that will effectively promote the rich collections and services of the University Library. The committee also 
hopes to provide a structure for future marketing and communication efforts.”

“The Direction générale de la Direction des bibliothèques (General Direction of the Direction of Libraries) at our 
institution markets its services with, among others, the following marketing tools: Annual report; press releases 
published on our Web site and in the University newspapers; brochures on our services; booklets on specific 
collections; banners; posters; guide for Faculty; guide published specially for foreign students; inauguration 
activities; adds in campus newspapers and in students agenda; sponsoring of some activities; bookmarks with 
information on the libraries; etc.”
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“The library is currently soliciting comprehensive feedback on the library’s Web site. We are conducting useability 
testing, focus groups, card sorting exercises in addition to ascertaining best practices.”

“The library plays a critical role at the heart of the university’s mission of teaching, research, and outreach. 
Collaboration with other colleges and units on campus has been key to getting the word out and reaching our 
users.”

“The library will be hiring a full-time marketing director in the next fiscal year. This should help focus the libraries’ 
efforts. I doubt that, beyond LibQUAL+ surveys, activities to formally evaluate promotional strategies will be 
implemented due to time constraints.”

“The Libraries uses the same set of promotional tools and activities for each individual service, event, collection, 
etc. that we promote. It’s not practical to have a custom-designed promotion for each of the large number of 
services we promote each year. An individual news item is generated for each service, collection, etc., and then 
distributed through all possible channels across campus.”

“This is a relatively new program that is still in the formative stages. The program plan is under development at 
this time.”

“This library, for some time, has not dedicated staff or resources to marketing and promotion; previous efforts 
have been haphazard or spotty; we are moving in the direction of a more coordinated effort among our 
departments and university offices; the communications manager position was created and filled only in the last 
academic year.”

“Two and a half years ago, we launched a new library magazine, which is sent to faculty members, donors, and 
University administrators. In addition, it is displayed in literature racks in the main library and in the departmental 
libraries. It is available free of charge. The magazine is beautifully designed, the articles are substantive and well 
written, and the publication is printed in color. We have had excellent response to the magazine.”

“Very difficult to reach undergraduate students: student newspaper advertisements are expensive; student online 
magazine is not well subscribed; ‘notebox’ use is restricted. Need to use a variety of approaches.”

“We are in a transitional period and have spent the last year aligning ourselves with the new university brand. We 
are also redesigning the library logo, the Web site, and many of our print pieces.”

“We are in the process of developing a marketing plan for the Libraries.”

“We do lots of press releases and calendar notices for events, new services, achievements. That has resulted in 
good coverage in local, regional, and national media. We do live interviews on radio. We staff tables at special 
events—athletics, open houses, new students programs, etc.”

“We do what we can with a committee of volunteers but we don’t do as much as a full time professional could 
accomplish.”

“We need to do a better job of communications strategy. Right now we are in a reactive mode rather than setting 
the message and carrying through all of our communications.”

“We’ve developed a twice-annually published newsletter geared toward Library donors called ‘Bookmarks.’ We’ve 
published five issues to date. It usually has 8–10 color pages, heavy on photos and interesting historical or topical 
articles. The last page features news from the Library Director of Development and is an effective way to spur 
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donor interest. The newsletter has received positive response from our target audience.”

“While we have not undertaken a branding campaign per se, we have had branding in mind over the past year 
as we developed a new logo and now use the logo on all library Web sites, publications, advertisements, etc. 
We have also created new stationery bearing the logo and have standardized the look of the stationery used 
throughout the library system, in all branches, departments, centers, etc. In a different arena: Providing an RSS 
feed from the ‘news and events’ box on the Libraries’ homepage has resulted in an increase in the number of our 
stories that get picked up and posted on the University Web site--an average of one a week.”

“The university’s central Office of Public Affairs is always involved in major events and activities, including high-
level news releases and/or announcements. Some library news items, specifically press releases, must also be 
approved by colleagues in the central Public Affairs office. It is assumed that many other libraries have similar 
relationships with their institution’s public affairs office/staff. Promotion and marketing at the University Library 
is somewhat diffuse with individual units often undertaking specialized projects depending on specific needs. In 
many cases, however, assistance/support is requested from the Library’s central communications office. In other 
cases, though, no assistance is needed. More efforts and activities are being centrally coordinated, but no one 
office/staff person will have full control from the Library’s outreach efforts given the size and scale of activities 
and events. Diversity of activities and staff involvement also encourages ownership of specific projects. The 
Library is also currently engaged in crafting a three-year communication plan. This plan, it is hoped, will greatly 
influence future promotional activities.”
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